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H. Res. 660

In the House of Representatives, U. S.,

October 31, 2019.

Resolved, That the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Committees on Financial Services, Foreign Affairs, the Judiciary, Oversight and Reform, and Ways and Means, are directed to continue their ongoing investigations as part of the existing House of Representatives inquiry into whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives to exercise its Constitutional power to impeach Donald John Trump, President of the United States of America.

SEC. 2. OPEN AND TRANSPARENT INVESTIGATIVE PROCEEDINGS BY THE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE.

For the purpose of continuing the investigation described in the first section of this resolution, the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (referred to in this resolution as the “Permanent Select Committee”) is authorized to conduct proceedings pursuant to this resolution as follows:

(26703)
(1) The chair of the Permanent Select Committee shall designate an open hearing or hearings pursuant to this section.

(2) Notwithstanding clause 2(j)(2) of rule XI of the Rules of the House of Representatives, upon recognition by the chair for such purpose under this paragraph during any hearing designated pursuant to paragraph (1), the chair and ranking minority member of the Permanent Select Committee shall be permitted to question witnesses for equal specified periods of longer than five minutes, as determined by the chair. The time available for each period of questioning under this paragraph shall be equal for the chair and the ranking minority member. The chair may confer recognition for multiple periods of such questioning, but each period of questioning shall not exceed 90 minutes in the aggregate. Only the chair and ranking minority member, or a Permanent Select Committee employee if yielded to by the chair or ranking minority member, may question witnesses during such periods of questioning. At the conclusion of questioning pursuant to this paragraph, the committee shall proceed with questioning under the five-minute rule pursuant to clause 2(j)(2)(A) of rule XI.

(3) To allow for full evaluation of minority witness requests, the ranking minority member may submit to
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the chair, in writing, any requests for witness testimony relevant to the investigation described in the first section of this resolution within 72 hours after notice is given for the first hearing designated pursuant to paragraph (1). Any such request shall be accompanied by a detailed written justification of the relevance of the testimony of each requested witness to the investigation described in the first section of this resolution.

(4)(A) The ranking minority member of the Permanent Select Committee is authorized, with the concurrence of the chair, to require, as deemed necessary to the investigation—

(i) by subpoena or otherwise—

(I) the attendance and testimony of any person (including at a taking of a deposition); and

(II) the production of books, records, correspondence, memoranda, papers, and documents; and

(ii) by interrogatory, the furnishing of information.

(B) In the case that the chair declines to concur in a proposed action of the ranking minority member pursuant to subparagraph (A), the ranking minority member shall have the right to refer to the committee for de-
cision the question whether such authority shall be so exercised and the chair shall convene the committee promptly to render that decision, subject to the notice procedures for a committee meeting under clause 2(g)(3)(A) and (B) of rule XI.

(C) Subpoenas and interrogatories so authorized may be signed by the ranking minority member, and may be served by any person designated by the ranking minority member.

(5) The chair is authorized to make publicly available in electronic form the transcripts of depositions conducted by the Permanent Select Committee in furtherance of the investigation described in the first section of this resolution, with appropriate redactions for classified and other sensitive information.

(6) The Permanent Select Committee is directed to issue a report setting forth its findings and any recommendations and appending any information and materials the Permanent Select Committee may deem appropriate with respect to the investigation described in the first section of this resolution. The chair shall transmit such report and appendices, along with any supplemental, minority, additional, or dissenting views filed pursuant to clause 2(I) of rule XI, to the Committee on the Judiciary and make such report publicly available in
electronic form, with appropriate redactions to protect classified and other sensitive information. The report required by this paragraph shall be prepared in consultation with the chairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs and the Committee on Oversight and Reform.

SEC. 3. TRANSMISSION OF ADDITIONAL MATERIALS.

The chair of the Permanent Select Committee or the chair of any other committee having custody of records or other materials relating to the inquiry referenced in the first section of this resolution is authorized, in consultation with the ranking minority member, to transfer such records or materials to the Committee on the Judiciary.

SEC. 4. IMPEACHMENT INQUIRY PROCEDURES IN THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY.

(a) The House authorizes the Committee on the Judiciary to conduct proceedings relating to the impeachment inquiry referenced in the first section of this resolution pursuant to the procedures submitted for printing in the Congressional Record by the chair of the Committee on Rules, including such procedures as to allow for the participation of the President and his counsel.

(b) The Committee on the Judiciary is authorized to promulgate additional procedures as it deems necessary for the fair and efficient conduct of committee hearings held pursuant to this resolution, provided that the additional proce-
dures are not inconsistent with the procedures referenced in subsection (a), the Rules of the Committee, and the Rules of the House.

(c)(1) The ranking minority member of the Committee on the Judiciary is authorized, with the concurrence of the chair of the Committee on the Judiciary, to require, as deemed necessary to the investigation—

(A) by subpoena or otherwise—

(i) the attendance and testimony of any person (including at a taking of a deposition); and

(ii) the production of books, records, correspondence, memoranda, papers, and documents; and

(B) by interrogatory, the furnishing of information.

(2) In the case that the chair declines to concur in a proposed action of the ranking minority member pursuant to paragraph (1), the ranking minority member shall have the right to refer to the committee for decision the question whether such authority shall be so exercised and the chair shall convene the committee promptly to render that decision, subject to the notice procedures for a committee meeting under clause 2(g)(3)(A) and (B) of rule XI.

(3) Subpoenas and interrogatories so authorized may be signed by the ranking minority member, and may be served by any person designated by the ranking minority member.
(d) The Committee on the Judiciary shall report to the House of Representatives such resolutions, articles of impeachment, or other recommendations as it deems proper.

Attest:

Clerk.
affirming U.S. record on Armenian genocide.

Ms. LEE of California asked and was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend her remarks.

Ms. LEE of California, Madam Speaker, I rise today in strong support of H. Res. 296, which is an important resolution affirming the United States record on the Armenian genocide that the House overwhelmingly passed on Tuesday. This historic resolution makes clear that our Nation unequivocally recognizes the Armenian genocide and encourages education and understanding of these tragic events.

Madam Speaker, the Armenian genocide, one of the first genocide in the 20th century, took place from 1915 to 1923. During this tragedy in history, 1.5 million Armenians were killed—men, women, and children.

I was privileged to visit Armenia earlier this year and talk to many Armenians about this tragic history. We must remember and acknowledge the lives that were taken and the pain that was inflicted. We cannot forget the atrocities that took place then, or other examples of ethnic cleansing, nor allow them to continue.

Madam Speaker, I am pleased that the body passed this critical resolution, which

DIRECTING CERTAIN COMMITTEES TO CONTINUE ONGOING INVESTIGATIONS INTO WHETHER SUFFICIENT GROUNDS EXIST FOR THE IMPEACHMENT OF DONALD JOHN TRUMP, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

As I mentioned earlier, Madam Speaker, by direction of the Committee on Rules, I call up H. Res. 660 and ask for its immediate consideration.

The Clerk read the resolution, as follows:

H. Res. 660
Resolved, That the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Committees on Financial Services, Foreign Affairs, the Judiciary, Oversight and Reform, and Ways and Means, are authorized, and directed to continue their ongoing investigations as part of the existing House of Representatives inquiry into whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives, in accordance with constitutional power to impeach Donald John Trump, President of the United States of America.

SEC. 2. OPEN AND TRANSPARENT INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES FOR THE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE.

For the purpose of continuing the investigation described in the first section of this resolution, the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (referred to in this resolution as the "Select Committee") is authorized to conduct proceedings pursuant to the procedures for its investigation as follows:

(a) The Select Committee shall conduct an open hearing or hearings pursuant to this section.

(b) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(c) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(d) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(e) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(f) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(g) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(h) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(i) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(j) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(k) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(l) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(m) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(n) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(o) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(p) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(q) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(r) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(s) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(t) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(u) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(v) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(w) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(x) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(y) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(z) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(A) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(B) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(C) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(D) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(E) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(F) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(G) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(H) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(I) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(J) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(K) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(L) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(M) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(N) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(O) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(P) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(Q) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(R) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(S) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(T) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(U) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(V) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(W) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(X) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(Y) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

(Z) The Select Committee shall make public any evidence and testimony obtained in the course of the Select Committee's investigation.

Aaron, a gentlewoman from Kentucky. (Ms. COLE.)

Mr. McGOVERN. Madam Speaker, for the purpose of debate only, I yield the customary 30 minutes to the gentleman from Oklahoma (Mr. COLE), pending which I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Let me say, Madam Speaker, I appreciate the professionalism that my friend from Oklahoma has demonstrated throughout this process. We are in the midst of a serious and important inquiry, but he has always conducted himself with integrity and defended this institution.
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Mr. McGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that all Members be given 5 legislative days to revise and extend their remarks.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Massachusetts?

There was no objection.

Mr. McGOVERN. Madam Speaker, on Wednesday afternoon, the Committee on Rules marked up and favorably reported H. Res. 660, directing certain committees to continue their ongoing investigations as part of the existing House of Representatives inquiry into whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives to exercise its constitutional power to impeach Donald John Trump, President of the United States, of the United States.

Madam Speaker, this is a sad day for our country. Over 200 years ago, when the Founders of our country wrote the Constitution, they entrusted us with the gift of self-government, but they knew the persistence of that gift was not assured.

I may be taken for granted today, but having just shaken off a tyrant, the Founders knew better. They understood that the very foundations of our country are dependent on safeguarding against one branch of government encroaching on the others. That is what the idea of checks and balances is all about.

Within that system, the Framers gave only this Congress the power, if need be, to impeach a President over possible wrongdoing. This fact—that no one is above the law—is what separates this country from so many others.

Because of its seriousness, the impeachment process has been rarely used for Presidents. For just the fourth time in our Nation's history, Congress is now investigating whether to impeach a President of the United States. One Section II, Article II, Section 4 of the Constitution of the United States and the Rules of the House of Representatives, and the courts have recently agreed.

For all the disagreements I have with President Trump, for all of his policies, I am sure for all of my colleagues, I am sure that President Trump will be impeached or convicted. Only the facts, and how we respond to them, will dictate the outcome. But I truly believe that 100 years from now, historians will look back at this moment and judge us by the decisions we make here today.

This moment calls for more than politics. It calls for people concerned not about the reaction of partisans today but of the consequences of inaction decades from now. If we don't hold this President accountable, we could erode our ability to hold any President accountable.

At the end of the day, this resolution isn't about Donald Trump. It isn't about any of us. It is about our Constitution. It is about our country.

I urge my colleagues to not just think about the political pressures of the moment. These will pass. Please consider the heavy responsibility you have today to this institution, the Constitution, and our country. Madam Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. McGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I thank the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. McGOVERN) for yielding me the customary 30 minutes, and I yield myself such time as I may consume.

There is serious evidence that President Trump may have violated the Constitution. This is about protecting our national security and safeguarding our elections. That is why the Intelligence Committee has been gathering evidence and hearing testimony.

Like any investigation, reasonable confidentiality has been paramount. Witnesses should not be able to coordinate testimony in advance. The truth must be allowed to prevail.

Republicans have been a part of every single proceedings conducted so far. Republicans conducting these depositions, along with their staffs, have had an opportunity to question each and every witness.

Now, Madam Speaker, we are entering the public-facing phase of this process, and I commend the investigative committees and their staffs for the professional manner in which they have conducted themselves.

I would also like to commend the courageous public servants that have bravely come forward to tell the truth. Without their courage, this possible wrongdoing would never have been seen the light of day.

The public should not be left in the dark. They should see the facts about this President's conduct firsthand. That is why I introduced this resolution. It establishes the next steps of inquiry, including establishing the procedure for public-facing hearings conducted by the Intelligence Committee and the process for transferring evidence to the Committee on the Judiciary, is about transparency, and it is about due process for the President. Some on the other side will never be satisfied with any process that uncovers the truth of what the President did. Madam Speaker, none of us know whether or not President Trump will be impeached or convicted. Only the facts, and how we respond to them, will dictate the outcome. But I truly believe that 100 years from now, historians will look back at this moment and judge us by the decisions we make here today.

This moment calls for more than politics. It calls for people concerned not about the reaction of partisans today but of the consequences of inaction decades from now. If we don't hold this President accountable, we could erode our ability to hold any President accountable.

At the end of the day, this resolution isn't about Donald Trump. It isn't about any of us. It is about our Constitution. It is about our country.

I urge my colleagues to not just think about the political pressures of the moment. These will pass. Please consider the heavy responsibility you have today to this institution, the Constitution, and our country. Madam Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I want to begin by echoing my friend's words. It is a sad day for all of us, for me personally. I am sure for all of my colleagues on the Rules Committee, and for the institution as a whole.

Today's resolution sets forth a process for impeaching the President of the United States. It is not a fair process; it is not an open process; it is not a transparent process; but, instead, it is a limited and a closed process with a predetermined outcome.

Impeachment of the President is one of the most consequential acts that the House of Representatives can do, and it should only be done after the fullest consideration. Yet, over the last month, without a vote and with only the Speaker's say-so, committees have been engaged in a closed impeachment inquiry on what amounts to nothing more than a partisan fishing expedition.

At least today the majority is admitting what we have known all along: that the House has not followed an appropriate process for impeachment.

But I do not think the process we are following is fair. This resolution is not fair one either. It is not fair to the President of the United States; it is not fair to the House of Representatives; and it is not fair to the American people.
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The process laid out in the resolution before the House is the process used for both President Nixon in 1974 and President Clinton in 1998. Today’s resolution provides fewer protections and fewer protections for minority rights than what we have seen in previous impeachment efforts.

At our markup yesterday, Republicans tried to change that. We tried to offer constructive amendments that would give rights to the minority, that would give rights to the accused, and that would ensure due process for everyone.

Republicans offered 17 amendments, and not one—none. Madam Speaker—was accepted. Not one.

We offered amendments that would align the subpoena powers in this resolution with the subpoena powers used for President Clinton.

Unlike the Clinton inquiry, today’s resolution does not provide for coequal subpoena power. Instead, it grants the majority the right to subpoena witnesses and materials only with the consent of the minority, with no such limitation on the rights of the chair to issue subpoenas. We offered amendments that said “both,” but the majority rejected each of them in turn.

We offered an amendment that would allow Members the right to fully access committee records. This is common sense. If you are doing something as important as impeachment, then Members should have the right to see what records the committee produced that are voting on. Yet the majority rejected that.

We offered an amendment that would require the chair of the Rules Committee to promulgate procedures to allow for the participation of the President and his counsel in proceedings of the Intelligence Committee, the Oversight and Intellligence Committee, and the Foreign Affairs Committee. This right was granted to President Clinton in 1998, yet it is not present here. And the majority, again, rejected the amendment.

I think the difference is clear: Today’s resolution fails to give the minority the same rights as were present during the Clinton impeachment, and it fails to offer the same due process protections that were given to Presidents Nixon and Clinton.

And, in the latter case, I note those rights were given by a Republican House to a Democratic President. Today’s resolution shows a Democratic House failing to give those same protections to a Republican President.

Madam Speaker, the unfairness is clear. This is not a fair process, nor was it ever intended to be. It was preordained from the beginning.

We offered a process with a fair process that respects minority rights. I do not believe the American people will stand by and grant that legitimacy. A legitimate process is one that offers protections for everyone in play. Without those protections, this will be seen as just another partisan exercise, one the majority has been pushing since the very first day of the 116th Congress.

We can do better than that, Madam Speaker. The Rules Committee should have done better than this. But since the Rules Committee didn’t, the House must.

Madam Speaker, I urge opposition to the measure, and I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Let me just say, briefly, that this resolution provides better protections for the President than those Presidents Nixon and Clinton received. And just like under Nixon and Clinton, in the Judiciary Committee, the President’s counsel can submit additional testimony or evidence for the committee to consider. The President and his counsel can attend all hearings and raise objections. They can question any witness.

This resolution allows the President’s counsel to ask questions at the presentation of evidence.

Under our procedures, the ranking minority member of the Judiciary Committee and the Intelligence Committee may issue subpoenas if authorized by a committee vote. These are the same subpoena powers that the ranking minority member was given during Clinton and Nixon.

Our resolution allows for greater Member participation than under past impeachment procedures, including a robust process for the minority to propose witnesses and even issue subpoenas if authorized by the committee.

And let me just say, I think the fact of the matter is I don’t think there is any process that we can propose that Republicans who prefer to circle the wagons around this President and prevent us from getting to the truth would accept.

Madam Speaker, I include in the RECORD H. Res. 888 from the 105th Congress, the Clinton impeachment inquiry resolution that contains the same minority subpoena powers as this resolution.

Resolving that the Committee on the Judiciary, acting as a whole or by any subcommittee thereof appointed by the Chairman for the purposes hereof and in accordance with the rules of the committee, is authorized and directed to investigate fully and completely whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives to exercise its constitutional power to impeach Richard M. Nixon, President of the United States of America.

It requires: (a) For the purpose of making such investigation, the committee is authorized to—

1. By subpoena or otherwise—

(A) the attendance and testimony of any person including at a taking of a deposition by counsel for the committee; and

(B) the production of such things; and

(b) by interrogatory, the furnishing of such information as it deems necessary to such investigation.

2. By the chairman and the ranking minority member acting jointly, or, if either declines to act, by the other acting alone, except that in the event either so declines, either shall have the right to require the committee for decision the question whether such authority shall be so exercised and the committee shall be convened promptly to render that decision; or

3. By the committee acting as a whole or by subcommittees.

Subpoenas and interrogatories so authorized may be issued over the signature of the chairman, or ranking minority member, or any member designated by either of them, who shall sign any process of any kind or for any purpose by any person designated by the chairman, or ranking minority member, or any member designated by either of them. The chairman, or ranking minority member, or any member designated by either of them, who shall sign any process of any kind or for any purpose by any person designated by him, and may be served by any person designated by him, and may be served by any person designated by the chairman, or ranking minority member, or any member designated by either of them. The chairman, or ranking minority member, or any member designated by either of them, who shall sign any process of any kind or for any purpose by any person designated by him, and may be served by any person designated by him, and may be served by any person designated by the chairperson.

The process laid out in the resolution before the House is the process used for both President Nixon in 1974 and President Clinton in 1998. Today’s resolution provides fewer protections and fewer protections for minority rights than what we have seen in previous impeachment efforts.

At our markup yesterday, Republicans tried to change that. We tried to offer constructive amendments that made the process more fair, that would give rights to the minority, that would give rights to the accused, and that would ensure due process for everyone.

Republicans offered 17 amendments, and not one—not one. Madam Speaker—was accepted. Not one.

We offered amendments that would align the subpoena powers in this resolution with the subpoena powers used for President Clinton.

Unlike the Clinton inquiry, today’s resolution does not provide for coequal subpoena power. Instead, it grants the majority the right to subpoena witnesses and materials only with the consent of the minority, with no such limitation on the rights of the chair to issue subpoenas. We offered amendments that said “both,” but the majority rejected each of them in turn.

We offered an amendment that would allow Members the right to fully access committee records. This is common sense. If you are doing something as important as impeachment, then Members should have the right to see what records the committee produced that are voting on. Yet the majority rejected that.

We offered an amendment that would require the chairman of the Rules Committee to promulgate procedures to allow for the participation of the President and his counsel in proceedings of the Intelligence Committee, the Oversight and Intelligence Committee, and the Foreign Affairs Committee. This right was granted to President Clinton in 1998, yet it is not present here. And the majority, again, rejected the amendment.

I think the difference is clear: Today’s resolution fails to give the minority the same rights as were present during the Clinton impeachment, and it fails to offer the same due process protections that were given to Presidents Nixon and Clinton.

And, in the latter case, I note those rights were given by a Republican House to a Democratic President. Today’s resolution shows a Democratic House failing to give those same protections to a Republican President.

Madam Speaker, the unfairness is clear. This is not a fair process, nor was it ever intended to be. It was preordained from the beginning.

We offered a process with a fair process that respects minority rights. I do not believe the American people will stand by and grant that legitimacy. A legitimate process is one that offers protections for everyone in play. Without those protections, this will be seen as just another partisan exercise, one the majority has been pushing since the very first day of the 116th Congress.

We can do better than that, Madam Speaker. The Rules Committee should have done better than this. But since the Rules Committee didn’t, the House must.

Madam Speaker, I urge opposition to the measure, and I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Let me just say, briefly, that this resolution provides better protections for the President than those Presidents Nixon and Clinton received. And just like under Nixon and Clinton, in the Judiciary Committee, the President’s counsel can submit additional testimony or evidence for the committee to consider. The President and his counsel can attend all hearings and raise objections. They can question any witness.

This resolution allows the President’s counsel to ask questions at the presentation of evidence.

Under our procedures, the ranking minority member of the Judiciary Committee and the Intelligence Committee may issue subpoenas if authorized by a committee vote. These are the same subpoena powers that the ranking minority member was given during Clinton and Nixon.

Our resolution allows for greater Member participation than under past impeachment procedures, including a robust process for the minority to propose witnesses and even issue subpoenas if authorized by the committee.

And let me just say, I think the fact of the matter is I don’t think there is any process that we can propose that Republicans who prefer to circle the wagons around this President and prevent us from getting to the truth would accept.

Madam Speaker, I include in the RECORD H. Res. 888 from the 105th Congress, the Clinton impeachment inquiry resolution that contains the same minority subpoena powers as this resolution.

Resolved. That the Committee on the Judiciary, acting as a whole or by any subcommittee thereof appointed by the chairperson for the purposes hereof and in accordance with the rules of the committee, is authorized and directed to investigate fully and completely whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives to exercise its constitutional power to impeach Richard M. Nixon, President of the United States of America. The committee shall report to the House of Representatives such resolutions, articles of impeachment, or other recommendations as it deems proper.

SEC. 2. (a) For the purpose of making such investigation, the committee is authorized to—

1. By subpoena or otherwise—

(A) the attendance and testimony of any person (including at a taking of a deposition by counsel for the committee); and

(B) the production of such things; and

(b) by interrogatory, the furnishing of such information as it deems necessary to such investigation.

(b) Such authority of the committee may be exercised—

1. By the chairman and the ranking minority member acting jointly, or, if either declines to act, by the other acting alone, except that in the event either so declines, either shall have the right to require the committee for decision the question whether such authority shall be so exercised and the committee shall be convened promptly to render that decision; or

2. By the committee acting as a whole or by subcommittees.

Subpoenas and interrogatories so authorized may be issued over the signature of the
chairman, or ranking minority member, or any member designated by either of them.<br><br>Every one of their actions, from the staff they hire, to the Trump conspiracy theories they investigate, their willful neglect of our basic oversight duties, demonstrate that this has been their plan from day one.<br><br>And now this is further confirmed by the adoption of these rules, which simply give the House approval for the Intelligence Committee Democrats to continue pursuing their bizarre obsession with overturning the results of the last Presidential election. Nevertheless, after spending 3 years trying to manufacture a crime they can attribute to President Trump, they have come up empty.<br><br>First, they insisted that the President is a Russian agent. Then they claimed he is a money launderer and a tax cheat and a fraudulent businessman. And now they have decided they don't like the way he talks to foreign leaders. But they have no evidence and no argument to support impeachment. All they have is the unconditional cooperation of the media to advance their post-narrative.<br><br>Or, they had a real case, they wouldn't be wasting time spoon-feeding ridiculous attacks that include defamation and slander on both current and former Republicans on the Intelligence Committee. And the media are the cult followers, permanently stationed outside the committee spaces, pretending to take everything seriously, because they, too, support the goal of removing the President from office.<br><br>The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired. Mr. COLE. I yield the gentleman from California an additional 15 seconds.<br><br>Mr. NUNES, After today, the House Intelligence Committee ceases to exist. Never forget how this whole thing started. Democrats are trying to impeach the President of the United States 13 months before an election based on an anonymous whistleblower with no firsthand knowledge, who has a bias against the President and who worked with Vice President Biden. The day after the now infamous phone call between President Trump and President Zelensky, the so-called whistleblower gets a readout from somebody on that call, writes a memo. In the memo, he uses terms like 'this call was suspicious and concerning' to support his position, with no firsthand knowledge. We have sworn a sacred oath to uphold the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic. We will honor our oath by countering all high crimes and misdemeanors committed against the American people and our Constitution.

Today's resolution sets the table for the next phase of the inquiry. This phase includes open hearings, led by the Intelligence Committee, to allow the American people to hear from witnesses who have personal knowledge of the President's actions. Relevant materials will then be transferred to the Judiciary Committee so we may fulfill our solemn and time-honored duty to determine whether to recommend Articles of Impeachment.

The majority has conducted hearings up to this point in a scurrilously bipartisan way, giving professional staff counsel for both the majority and the minority precisely equal time to question witnesses and members of the majority and the minority to question them, too.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. McGOVERN. I yield the gentleman from Maryland an additional 20 seconds.

Mr. SCHIFF's Staff. Chairman SCHIFF's Staff, Mr. Jordan, the distinguished ranking member of the House Intelligence Committee:

Mr. COLE. I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Mr. Nunes), the distinguished ranking member of the House Intelligence Committee.

Mr. NUNES. Madam Speaker, we are here because we know the White House and the President admitted that President Trump used the power of the Presidency to pressure and strong-arm the President of a foreign country to deliver a political gain. He called it "a favor." "Do us a favor." He said. But it wasn't a favor. It was a co-ordinated attempt to undermine the rule of law. Because of those actions, Congress is compelled to be here to uphold the rule of law; to make sure Americans hear the truth; to say that no one, not even a President, can abuse the system without fair and just consequences.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from California (Mr. Nunes), the distinguished ranking member of the House Intelligence Committee.

Mr. NUNES. Madam Speaker, we are not here to run a show trial in an effort to impeach the President of the United States.

It is clear that, since the Democrats took control of the House of Represent-
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Madam Speaker, 435 Members of Congress are gathered here today. Member of this body, knows who this person is who started this whole darn crazy process: Chairman SCHIFF.

And what does this resolution do? It gives him even more power to run this secret proceeding in a bunker in the basement of the Capitol.

This resolution continues the unfair and partisan process. Just 2 days ago, 2 days ago, we were prevented from having the witness answer our questions in the House.

MembtH' of stand that this is unfair. Americans understand that this is unfair. Americans get fairness. Their instinctively know this is an unfair and partisan process. They will see how unfair and partisan it is today when the vote happens on the floor of this House. We can do a lot better than this, than this, than this, and the American people see it through.

I'm going to vote no on this resolution, and I thank the gentleman on the Rules Committee for his work and his leadership.

Mr. MOGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I include in the RECORD a New York Times article entitled "Army Officer Who Heard Trump's Ukraine Call Reported Concerns" in which Colonel Alexander Vindman, an Army officer who was on the call, said, "I did not think it was proper to demand that a foreign government investigate a political opponent, and I was worried about the implications for the U.S. government's support of Ukraine," Colonel Vindman said in his statement. "I realized that if Ukraine pursued an investigation into the Biden family, it would likely be interpreted as a partisan ploy which would undoubtedly result in Ukraine losing the bipartisan support it has thus far maintained."

This would all undermine U.S. national security," Colonel Vindman added.

"It would be to tell the investigators, "and it is my sense that the Ukraine did not provide sufficient due process to the individuals involved in this impeachment inquiry."

We have less than 13 months before the next election. Americans understand that this is unfair. Americans understand that this is unfair. Americans get fairness. Their instinctively know this is an unfair and partisan process. They will see how unfair and partisan it is today when the vote happens on the floor of this House. We can do a lot better than this, than this, than this, and the American people see it through.

I'm going to vote no on this resolution, and I thank the gentleman on the Rules Committee for his work and his leadership.

Mr. MOGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I include in the RECORD a New York Times article entitled "Army Officer Who Heard Trump's Ukraine Call Reported Concerns" in which Colonel Alexander Vindman, an Army officer who was on the call, said, "I did not think it was proper to demand that a foreign government investigate a political opponent, and I was worried about the implications for the U.S. government's support of Ukraine," Colonel Vindman said in his statement. "I realized that if Ukraine pursued an investigation into the Biden family, it would likely be interpreted as a partisan ploy which would undoubtedly result in Ukraine losing the bipartisan support it has thus far maintained."

This would all undermine U.S. national security," Colonel Vindman added.

"It would be to tell the investigators, "and it is my sense that the Ukraine did not provide sufficient due process to the individuals involved in this impeachment inquiry."

We have less than 13 months before the next election. Americans understand that this is unfair. Americans understand that this is unfair. Americans get fairness. Their instinctively know this is an unfair and partisan process. They will see how unfair and partisan it is today when the vote happens on the floor of this House. We can do a lot better than this, than this, than this, and the American people see it through.

I'm going to vote no on this resolution, and I thank the gentleman on the Rules Committee for his work and his leadership.

Mr. MOGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I include in the RECORD a New York Times article entitled "Army Officer Who Heard Trump's Ukraine Call Reported Concerns" in which Colonel Alexander Vindman, an Army officer who was on the call, said, "I did not think it was proper to demand that a foreign government investigate a political opponent, and I was worried about the implications for the U.S. government's support of Ukraine," Colonel Vindman said in his statement. "I realized that if Ukraine pursued an investigation into the Biden family, it would likely be interpreted as a partisan ploy which would undoubtedly result in Ukraine losing the bipartisan support it has thus far maintained."

This would all undermine U.S. national security," Colonel Vindman added.

"It would be to tell the investigators, "and it is my sense that the Ukraine did not provide sufficient due process to the individuals involved in this impeachment inquiry."

We have less than 13 months before the next election. Americans understand that this is unfair. Americans understand that this is unfair. Americans get fairness. Their instinctively know this is an unfair and partisan process. They will see how unfair and partisan it is today when the vote happens on the floor of this House. We can do a lot better than this, than this, than this, and the American people see it through.

I'm going to vote no on this resolution, and I thank the gentleman on the Rules Committee for his work and his leadership.
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Ukraine and would not meet with Mr. Zelensky unless he had first agreed to investigate Mr. Trump’s political rivals.

We have seen how the White House used our witnesses subpoenaed by Congress not to participate in the impeachment inquiry, lifting to comply with a congressional subpoena, would be a risky career move for an active-duty military officer.

As tensions grew over Ukraine policy, the White House appears to have frozen out Colonel Vindman, once early August, it has been excluded from a number of relevant meetings and events, including a diplomatic trip to three countries under his purview: Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus.

Colonel Vindman said he had reported concerns up his chain of command because he believed the actions were not proper.

"On many occasions I have been told I should express my views and share my concerns with our elected and appointed authorities," he said. "I believe that any good military officer should and would do the same, thus providing his or her best advice to leadership.

Mr. CLYBURN. Madam Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from South Carolina (Mr. CLYBURN), the majority whip.

Mr. CLYBURN. Madam Speaker, I thank the gentleman for yielding me the floor.

Over the last month, the impeachment inquiry has built a powerful body of evidence around President Trump’s call with President Zelensky of Ukraine when he told a foreign leader, "I’d like you to do us a favor, a very big one."

We have learned so much about that call and things that followed it because some witnesses have made a real demonstration of patriotism to this great country by coming forward and testifying and giving us the information as they know it.

These brave patriots, career diplomats, have been called "radical unelected bureaucrats." They have been called that by a group of people who Thomas Paine would call summer soldiers and sunshine patriots. He warned us that these people will, in a "crisis, shrink from the service of their country; but he that stands by it now, deserves the love and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered: yet we have this consolation with us, that the harder the conflict, the more glorious the triumph.

Fighting and giving us the information as they know it.

Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. COLLINS), my good friend and fellow member of the Rules Committee.

Mr. BURDESS. Madam Speaker, I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Yesterday the Rules Committee reported an impeachment resolution that was hastily drafted without Republican input with just 21 hours’ notice for review. Last night we offered, on the Rules Committee, a bipartisan request to view Ambassadors Volker’s transcripts, but pursuant to rule XI, clause (2)(d), committee records are the property of the House, and thus, Members of the House should have access.

Last night at the Rules Committee, it was stated that perhaps Republicans were not requesting the information at the right time, so we have to ask: When is the right time to ask to view your own House records? Republicans requested an authorizing vote, and now we will have one. However, this process has not been open and transparent, and it diverts from precedent set in the two most recent Presidential impeachment investigations. As a result, this investigation will be conducted with no minority input.

A Presidential impeachment investigation is a national trauma. All Members must take this constitutionally vested power seriously, and Americans deserve to be represented in this process. Unfortunately, neither Members nor equal consideration, nor full access to records appear to be a criteria under which the Democrats are willing to conduct this investigation. That is a shame, and it renders this process a sham.

Mr. McGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman from Pennsylvania (Ms. SCANLON), a distinguished member of the Rules Committee.

Ms. SCANLON. Madam Speaker, I take no joy in contemplating the impeachment of a President because, in contemplating it, we must acknowledge a threat to our Constitution and the values that bind us not only as Members of Congress but as Americans.

We have tried to work within traditional means to get to the bottom of serious allegations of misconduct so that we can deliver the truth to the American people. Committees have called witnesses and requested evidence, only to be stonewalled. The President’s defenders have tried to distract the American people by falsely claiming to have been excluded from the investigation while their stunts and smears have hindered the constitutional process.

This resolution outlines ground rules for the House as we move forward, granting the same greatest due process rights to the President and the minority as they themselves drafted when they were in the majority. We will have open hearings. They can question witnesses. They can propose subpoenas. They can present evidence.

I am proud to sponsor this resolution. Our Constitution requires it, and our democracy depends on it.

Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. COLLINS), my good friend and distinguished African-American ranking minority member of the House Judiciary Committee.

Mr. COLLINS. Madam Speaker, no matter what is said by the other side today, this is a dark day, and a cloud has fallen on this House. It has been 19 months, and it is showing itself today.

What we are seeing today is this: If the gentleman, who is a friend of mine from the Rules Committee, would actually have wanted to talk about whether these are the same rules we sat Clinton and Nixon, then we would have had a much longer period of debate, because he knew and I know it is not. There are similarities—some better, some not—but they are not the same. Let’s get that out of the way first.

The problem I am having here is the resolution before us today is not about transparency; it is about control. It is not about fairness; it is about winning.

It isn’t about following the facts. This resolution is about delivering results. You know how I know this? Because the resolution gives no proper way for how these abilities or transferring of documents from the Intelligence Committee to the Judiciary Committee will happen. It doesn’t even give a timeframe.

And I have heard a lot of discussion today about maybe we didn’t know how to properly use the rules. I guarantee you, my staff and I know how to properly use rule XI (2)(c) to ask for information and we were told yesterday by one of the committees that we couldn’t have access to the meeting room. That is why we said we couldn’t. That is just false. It needs to stop.

This House is developing and shedding procedures every day. And if Members on the minority or the majority cannot have the rights that they are given, then we are in a sad situation.

And, in fact, in the haste to put this together they didn’t even exempt, as was done in Clinton and Nixon, the rule XI (2)(c). They didn’t exempt it out. Even in those two impeachments, it was known that maybe we don’t let every Member come see this while this is going on. We didn’t even exempt it during this time. We were so hurried to impeach this President, we don’t really give a darn about the rules.

But here is my biggest concern: As ranking member of the Judiciary Committee, I have a question. We have been here 20-plus years as a committee, and our committee has been muted. Our attempts to move forward, to call in witnesses, to have a matter for an investigation, and we are the reason in that committee; that is our jurisdiction—we have been completely sidelined. Our chairman and others have been sidelined, so I have been sidelined. It is so bad that they have to have the Rules Committee write the Presidential due process and give it to us. This is not right.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. COLLINS), my good friend and distinguished African-American ranking minority member of the House Judiciary Committee.
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for the President. It does not kick in in the closed-door, secret hearings of ADAM SCHIFF. This is a travesty.

No one should vote for this. This is a sad day. The certain is coming down. This House because the majority has no idea about process and procedure. They are simply after a President.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I get it. My friends on the other side of the aisle want to talk about process, process, process, but it is interesting that not one of them wants to talk about the President’s conduct, and that speaks volumes.

Madam Speaker. I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from Florida (Mr. HASTINGS), another distinguished member of the Rules Committee.

Mr. HASTINGS. Madam Speaker, I thank Ranking Member COLE for the manner in which you all are shepherding us through this difficult process.

Madam Speaker, it is time for the American people to see how the administration put our national security on the auction block in exchange for political favors.

At the heart of this scandal is the White House’s decision to slam the brakes on nearly $600 million of military aid to Ukraine, military aid for a vital partner, military aid that was desperately needed to beat back Russian aggression. As former acting DNI that was key to our own national security and essential in keeping an adversary at bay.

We know what our Ukrainian friends thought about this. They were horrified. The facts are clear. Our top national security experts viewed it as a grave and dangerous mistake. And as we have seen time and time again from the Trump administration, this decision played right into Vladimir Putin’s hands.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield an additional 20 seconds to the gentleman from Florida (Mr. HASTINGS).

Mr. HASTINGS. Madam Speaker, I support pushing ahead with this inquiry because I swore an oath to defend the Constitution against America’s enemies. The American people deserve the truth about how this administration betrayed our national security and put our country at risk.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, before I proceed, I yield myself such time as I may consume to quickly respond to my friend Mr. MCGOVERN.

Mr. MCGOVERN and Mr. COLE are debating process here because that is what this is. This is a process resolution to impeach the President of the United States. You didn’t accept a single amendment last night. You didn’t confer with us when you did it, so why are we talking process. It is an unfair process.

Madam Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from Arizona (Mrs. LINSKO), my good friend and fellow member of the Rules Committee.

Mrs. LINSKO. Madam Speaker, I thank Representative COLE for yielding.

This impeachment process is a total sham. This resolution, which seeks to legitimate it, misleads the American public. Section 2 of this bill is titled, “The Open and Transparent Investigative Proceedings by the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence,” but the process set forth in this resolution is far from open and far from transparent. In fact, it is the exact opposite.

The resolution continues the closed-door meetings that blocks entry to Members of Congress and prohibits the President’s due process rights. And it merely authorizes, but does not require, Chairman SCHIFF to make transcripts public.

Last night Republicans offered 17 amendments to add some fairness into the process, but Democrats rejected them all.

I had an amendment to ensure minority witnesses could call an equal number of witnesses as the majority. Democrats said no.

I had an amendment to require the Intel chairman to turn over exculpatory materials to the Judiciary Committee. Democrats shot it down.

I had an amendment to give ranking members the same authority as the chairman to submit materials to the Judiciary Committee. Democrats rejected that, too.

The process set forth by this resolution violates basic standards of fairness. I urge opposition to this resolution.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield myself 10 seconds.

The gentleman wants to talk about a sham process; let’s talk about a sham process.

Instead of respecting the constitutional authority of the House of Representatives, the White House has obstructed our investigation, ignored our duly authorized subpoenas, withheld key documents, prevented witnesses from testifying, and intimidated witnesses. They have tried to disparage Members of Congress who are trying to fulfill their responsibilities under the Constitution of the United States.

Article I of the Constitution gives the House the right to investigate the President and to take our responsibilities seriously.

Ms. CHENEY. Madam Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from New York (Mr. JEFFRIES), the chairman of the Democratic Caucus.

Mr. JEFFRIES. Madam Speaker, the House impeachment inquiry is about abuse of power. It is about betrayal. It is about corruption. It is about national security. It is about undermining our elections. It is about defending our democracy for the people.

The House is a separate and coequal branch of government. We don’t work for this President or any President. We work for the American people. We have a constitutional responsibility to serve as a check and balance on an out-of-control executive branch. Our job is to ask difficult questions on behalf of the American people.

What we are doing right here is consistent with the words of James Madison who, in Federalist 51, said the House should be a rival to the executive branch. Why did Madison use the word “rival”? The Founders didn’t want a king. They didn’t want a dictator. They didn’t want a monarch. They wanted a democracy, and that is exactly what we are defending right now. No one is above the law.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentlewoman from Wyoming (Ms. CHENEY), my good friend, Ranking Member of the Rules Committee for yielding to me.

Ms. CHENEY. Madam Speaker, I thank Representative COLE for yielding.

Madam Speaker, we have heard a lot this morning already, a desire, a desperation almost, on the part of my colleagues on the other side of the aisle that the American people do not see this as a serious process. They need to start acting like they take themselves seriously, Madam Speaker.

When we are here gathered, discussing this most grave and solemn obligation we have, addressing impeachment, we know, Madam Speaker, what a serious process would look like. We have seen it before. We have seen Members on both sides of this aisle in the past when we have been engaged in the impeachment of a President act in a way that is serious, reflects the dignity of this body, and reflects the importance of the Constitution. That is the opposite, Madam Speaker, of what we have seen so far.

No matter what my colleagues say about this legislation, no matter what my colleagues say about the process they have been engaged in to date, it is absolutely the case that it has been a secret process that has denied rights to the minority, that has involved leaking that may or may not have actually existed, what has been a tainted record and a tainted process by now suddenly pretend that nothing has changed. Madam Speaker, let me say one other thing. Every time I hear my colleagues on the other side of the aisle talk about efforts to somehow undermine national security for political gain, I can’t help but think about what they are doing precisely this morning.

When we are facing the threats we are facing as a Nation, my colleagues on the other side of the aisle—Speaker PELOSI, Chairman SCHIFF, and others—take what is arguably the single most important national security committee in this body, the House Intelligence Committee, and they tell the House Intelligence Committee: Turn away from those threats. Do not focus on oversight. Do not focus on the challenges
It is secret. It is partisan. It is being conducted behind closed doors to hide information from the American people, all with one goal in mind: take down President Trump by any means necessary.

I will not legitimize this unprecedented and unfair charade with this vote today.

Speaker PELOSI and Chairman SCHIFF locate areas of due process and fairness that was guaranteed during the Clinton impeachment. I know because I was here in Congress for it.

There is simply no cause for this impeachment inquiry—none. It is shameless to create a constitutional crisis for purely partisan reasons.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from California (Mr. SCHIFF), the distinguished chairman of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence.

Mr. SCHIFF. Madam Speaker, I rise in strong support of H. Res. 660. I rise in strong support, but I do not take any pleasure in the events that have made this process necessary. I rise in strong support of the resolution, but I do so with an understanding that the task before us is a solemn one.

How each Member of this Chamber approaches the vote this morning, and the days and weeks ahead, may be the most important service as Members of Congress we will ever pay to the country and Constitution that we all love and have pledged to defend.

For the past several weeks, the Intelligence Committee, the Oversight and Reform Committee, and the Foreign Affairs Committee have engaged in an intensive investigation. That work, which has been conducted with equal opportunities for both parties to question witnesses, has added a great deal to our understanding of the President’s conduct, as evident in the July 25 call record and the events that both preceded and followed that call.

That work has necessarily occurred behind closed doors because we have had the task of finding the facts ourselves, without the benefit of the investigation that the Justice Department declined to undertake.

Despite attempts to obstruct, we have interviewed numerous witnesses who have provided important testimony about the efforts to secure political favors from Ukraine. We have reviewed text messages among key players which show how securing political investigations was placed at the forefront of our foreign policy toward Ukraine.

This resolution sets the stage for the next phase of our investigation, one in which the American people will have the opportunity to hear from the witnesses firsthand.

We will continue to conduct this inquiry with the seriousness of purpose that our task deserves, because it is our duty and because no one is above the law.

Madam Speaker, I urge passage of the resolution.
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Mr. McCaul. Madam Speaker, I yield an additional 15 seconds to the gentleman from Texas.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I yield a minute to the gentleman from Texas.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I urge an "aye" vote.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the distinguished gentleman from Texas (Mr. McCaul), my good friend and Ranking Republican Member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee.
When the President endangers our national security, he gives us no other choice.

We now know that Trump potentially sought to apply leverage on Ukraine, first with a coveted White House meeting and second, with withholding security assistance to fend off Russian aggression. Today’s resolution allows us to present these facts in a clear, professional, and fair way.

Madam Speaker, I urge passage of H. Res. 660 so the American people can, too, learn the truth.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I yield 30 seconds to the distinguished gentleman from Arizona (Mr. BIGGS), my good friend.

Mr. BIGGS. Madam Speaker, I have heard today how much my colleagues on the other side wish to make this an open and transparent process and “this is for we, the people.” I would really like to believe that.

Yesterday as the introduction of the resolution, they have another full week of hearings behind closed doors, and they have scheduled another full week of hearings behind closed doors.

If this is about transparency, then open the door. I want the American people to see it, open it up. Give Members access to the transcripts. Let the media into the room. Let us participate. Failing to do so denies transparency.

Mr. MCOVERN. Madam Speaker, I am proud to yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Mr. SCALISE), the distinguished chairman of the Rules Committee.

Mr. SCALISE. Madam Speaker, I urge my colleagues to join me in supporting this resolution so we may uphold our oath to the Constitution and preserve a transparent process on behalf of our Republic and the citizens it serves.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I rise in strong support of this resolution.

Madam Speaker, from the very start of this inquiry, the White House has obstructed the House of Representatives. The White House has ignored duly authorized subpoenas and has tried to prevent witnesses from testifying.

The White House has also directed other agencies to do the same. The Department of State, the Department of Energy, the Department of Defense, and the Office of Management and Budget all have refused to produce a single document in response to valid subpoenas.

This is an unprecedented cover-up. The White House and its defenders in Congress have tried to justify it with baseless procedural claims that contradict the Constitution and historical precedent. History will judge us all.

After today, there are no more excuses for those who want to focus on process instead of substance. After today, there are no more excuses for those who want to ignore the facts instead of defending the Constitution. And there are no more excuses for those who turn a blind eye while the President pressures foreign actors to interfere with our democracy.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MCOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from New York (Mr. MOORELL), another distinguished member of the Rules Committee.

Mr. MOORELL. Madam Speaker, I rise today in strong support of H. Res. 660.

Madam Speaker, I am deeply troubled that this process has become necessary at all, but we have no choice. We must continue to investigate alarming allegations of misconduct by the President, and we continue with a public process through which all Americans will have the ability to access and to assess the evidence.

This has been and will continue to be a fair and sober inquiry. Members on both sides will continue to have the opportunity to question witnesses, seek evidence, and refute testimony presented during these proceedings. Indeed, the President will have strong protections as we weigh the evidence during our deliberations.

Our only goal is uncovering the truth. Will the President pressure Ukrainian leaders with the threat of withholding critical military assistance in order to serve his political interests? Has the President endangered American interests abroad by engaging in domestic political intrigue? These are serious issues, not of politics, but of national security.

This inquiry is our solemn obligation, but it is our obligation, nonetheless.

Madam Speaker, I urge my colleagues to join me in supporting this resolution so we may uphold our oath to the Constitution and preserve a transparent process on behalf of our Republic and the citizens it serves.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. SCALISE), the distinguished chairman of the House Republican Conference and my good friend.

Mr. SCALISE. Madam Speaker, I think my colleague, Mr. COLE, is yielding.

Madam Speaker, I rise in strong opposition to this resolution. Unfortunately, we have seen, since the day that President Trump was inaugurated, some people who made it public that they wanted to impeach him—not because there are high crimes and misdemeanors, which is the constitutional standard, but just because they don’t agree with the results of the 2016 election.

That, Madam Speaker, is not why you impeach a president. There is precedent.

This has only happened three times in the history of our country. Every time, it not only started with a full veto of the House, but it also started with actual fairness. We are not getting that fairness today.

When you look through this resolution, it is multiplicity of possible outcomes. It gives no authority by the chair to literally reject any witness who is brought forward by the minority. So no rights for the minority unless the chair so designates.

In fact, in this resolution, it allows the chair to veto even the ability for the President to have legal counsel in the room. If the chair chooses, at his whim, they can literally kick out the President’s legal counsel.

This is unprecedented. It is not only unprecedented, this is Soviet-style rules.

Maybe in the Soviet Union you do things like this: where only you make the rules, where you reject the ability for the person you are accusing to even be in the room to question what is going on, for anybody else to call witnesses, when only one person has the right to call witnesses.

And as we saw just the other day, the chairman was literally directing the hearings to not answer certain questions by the Republicans. What kind of fairness is that?

Maybe you think it is fairness if you can run roughshod over somebody because you have got the votes, but that is not what impeachment is about. It is not how impeachment was supposed to go. In fact, Alexander Hamilton himself, during the debate on the Constitution in the Federalist Papers, warned of days like this. That the greatest danger is that the decision on impeachment ‘will be regulated more by the comparative strength of parties than by the real demonstrations of innocence or guilt.’ Alexander Hamilton warned about days like today.

This is not what we should be doing, clearly, when you ask the American people, who know that they are paying higher drug prices and they see that there is legislation, bipartisan legislation, to lower drug prices that won’t come to this floor because of the infatuation with impeachment.

We don’t even have a bill to formally pay our troops and make sure they have the tools they need to defend this country because there is such an infatuation with impeachment.

Madam Speaker, when you look through this resolution, you see how one-sided, how Soviet-style this is running. This is the United States of America. Don’t run a sham process, a tainted process like this resolution enforces. It ought to be rejected, and I think you will see bipartisan rejection of this resolution.

Mr. MCOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from New York (Mr. NADLER), the distinguished chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary.

Mr. NADLER. Madam Speaker, I support this resolution because it is the majority of the Committee to investigate the serious allegations against the President.
I support this resolution because it is in my heart and conscience to demand an ally—one depending on our support in an existential struggle with Russia—to investigate his or her political adversaries.

I support this resolution because, if, after a fair and thorough inquiry, the allegations against President Trump are found to be true, they would represent a profound offense against the Constitution and the people of this country.

I support this resolution because I believe it is the duty of this House to vindicate the Constitution and to make it crystal clear to future Presidents that such conduct, if proven, is an affront to the great public trust placed in him or her.

I support this resolution, not because I want the allegations to be true—they saddened me deeply—but because, if they are true, the Constitution demands that a determination be made.

I support this resolution because it lays the groundwork for open hearings. The House and the American public must see all of the evidence for themselves.

I support this resolution because I know we must overcome this difficult moment for the Nation. This resolution is necessary to ensure that our constitutional order remains intact for future generations.

I support this resolution because we have no choice.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I am waiting for a a speaker to come. I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from New York (Mr. ENOEL), the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

Mr. ENOEL. Madam Speaker. I thank the gentleman and rise to support my resolution.

I open my remarks by saying that impeachments, even open trials, can be uplifting and can stand the troubling story of what has been found thus far.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Mr. NADLER), the distinguished chairman of the Committee on the Judiciary.

Mr. NADLER. Madam Speaker, I thank the gentleman for his opening remarks.

I would like you to do us a favor, though.

Since that first damning piece of evidence came to light, the Intelligence, Oversight, and Foreign Affairs Committees have worked to fill in the pieces of the puzzle, thanks to the dedicated efforts of the American people who observed the law and testified, even in the face of bullying and intimidation from the administration.

I condemn the shameful efforts to identify and harass the whistle-blower whose life may be jeopardized for coming forward to tell the truth.

I salute all of those patriots, and I salute my fellow committee chairmen, Mr. SCHIFF, Mrs. MALONEY, and the late Mr. CONEMINGS.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Ms. WATERS), the distinguished chairwoman of the Committee on Financial Services.

Ms. WATERS. Madam Speaker, I thank Chairman MCGOVERN for yielding time.

I rise in support of H. Res. 660 and the process that is set forth within it by which the impeachment inquiry will continue to be conducted.

I am clear that contrary to what these desperate Republicans have claimed, the Constitution imposes no requirement that a formal resolution, such as H. Res. 660, should be voted on by the House. Claiming otherwise is a fabrication meant to distract from the mountain of growing evidence that demonstrates this President abused his power for personal benefit.

However, while not necessary, this resolution provides for impartial procedures similar to those used during the past impeachment proceedings.

Because Republicans requested a formal procedural vote, I expect nothing less than their full support for H. Res. 660. Anything less would be shameful.

As chairwoman of the Financial Services Committee, we have been conducting credible investigations into the conduct of this administration. And this work is ongoing.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. WATERS.—will continue in the Speaker's chair and call on an Democrat or Republican member for 1 minute, to forward to Democrats and Republicans alike—

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I continue to reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Mr. SWALWELL). Mr. SWALWELL of California. Madam Speaker, I would like you to do us a favor, though.

President Trump said those 10 words on July 25 to Ukraine's President before asking Ukraine's President Zelensky to investigate a potential political opponent.

For the past month, the Intelligence Committee has led an investigation into what happened around that phone call. In this early investigative stage, we have heard powerful, corroborating evidence that President Trump led an extortion shakedown scheme over the Ukrainians, leveraging $391 million of taxpayer dollars to have a foreign power assist him in his upcoming campaign.

Just as powerful as the evidence we heard is the courage of the people who have come forward to provide it, defying lawless White House orders to obstruct and, instead, adhering to lawful congressional subpoenas.

The evidence, however, is not a conclusion. At this stage, we must move now to a public process with due process protections for the President to secure and test that evidence.

When our Founders designed the Constitution, they considered a lawless President and how to hold that person accountable. James Madison said the Constitution needed a provision for defending the community against lawlessness. Now we must solemnly embark upon this journey.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Members are reminded to refrain from engaging in personalities toward the President.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I would yield to my friend if he has additional speakers.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, we do.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, in that case, I reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from Colorado (Mr. NICOLAUS).

Mr. NICOLAUS. Madam Speaker, today we vote to honor the oath to defend the Constitution. No impeachment inquiry has exposed the truth and uncovered significant evidence that the President abused his power.

To honor the oath to defend the Constitution that each of us took, we must move forward with this impeachment inquiry. This is what hundreds of years ago: 'A sacred respect for the constitutional law is the
Let us honor the Constitution and defend it today by voting “yes” on this resolution.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I continue to reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. BRENNAN F. BOYLE).

Mr. BRENNAN F. BOYLE of Pennsylvania. Madam Speaker, I did not come here to launch an impeachment process. However, the facts demand it. "A Republic, if you can keep it." What we decide today will say more about us than it says about the conduct of the President.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I continue to reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield 30 seconds to the gentleman from Rhode Island (Mr. CICILLINE).

Mr. CICILLINE. Madam Speaker, on opening day we take an oath of office. We take an oath not to a king, not to a President, but to protect and defend the Constitution. It is our solemn duty.

In fact, this resolution sets forth the procedures for the next phase of our impeachment inquiry. We know substantial evidence has been presented that the President abused his power, undermined our national security, and undermined the integrity of our elections.

We are duty-bound to proceed. It is a sad day, but not because Congress has the courage to stand up for our democracy, but because the President’s conduct has forced this action.

I urge my colleagues to approve this resolution.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I continue to reserve the balance of my time.

Mr. MCGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I am prepared to close for our side, so I will yield to the gentleman.

Mr. COLE. Madam Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

Now, if you happen to defeat the previous question, I will amend the resolution to ensure transparency for the American people.

My amendment will do three very simple things: First, it will require the chairman of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence to publicly release the transcripts of all secret and interviews and views in a timely manner to allow any necessary redactions to protect classified or sensitive information.

Second, my amendment requires the Intelligence Committee to transfer all records or materials, including executive records or materials, to the Judiciary Committee. The chairman is instructed to, again, make any necessary redactions to protect any classified or sensitive information. In contrast, the Democratic majority’s resolution lets the chairman choose what information he will share.

Finally, my amendment requires the Intelligence Committee’s records and reports, as well as any material received from any other committee involved, be made available at least 72 hours prior to the Judiciary Committee considering any Articles of Impeachment or other recommendations.

The resolution before us today does absolutely nothing to guarantee that the American people will see this vital information.

The procedures my Democratic colleagues set up for this impeachment inquiry are fundamentally unfair and fundamentally partisan. They reject due process. They reject minority rights, and they reject adequate public disclosure.

The American people will not respect a process that is not fair. Madam Speaker, I urge the House to reject this measure, and I urge the House to insist on bipartisan procedures that respect the rights of the minority and the right of due process.

Madam Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from California (Mr. MCCARTHY).

Mr. MCCARTHY. Madam Speaker, I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Madam Speaker, elections have consequences. Our fellow Americans used their vote to choose who will work for them, so I ask you all a single question—especially to my colleagues: Is that what is happening here today?

Are we gathered in these final moments, before we depart for a week, to fund our government or to pay our troops?

Are we gathered today to approve a new trade deal? Or are we gathered to debate the critical national security issues regarding China or Iran?

That answer would be unanimously “no.” We are not working for the American people.

Those items would resemble the achievements of a productive Congress, not one that truly works for the people.

Do you know what this Congress counts?

This Congress’ record is more sub-Paean than laws. That is the legacy. It is not just devoid of solutions for the American people; it is now abusing its power to discredit democracy.

By using secret interviews and selective leaks to portray the President’s legitimate actions as an impeachable offense, Democrats are continuing their permanent campaign to undermine his legitimacy.

For the last 3 years, they have predetermined the President’s guilt, and they have never accepted the voters’ choice to make him President. So for 37 days and counting, they have run an unfair, unproductive, and unfair investigation. This resolution today only makes it worse.

I have heard Members on the other side say they promise rights to the President, but only if he does what they want. That is the equivalent of saying in the First Amendment that you have the right to the freedom of speech, but you can only say the words I agree with. That is what you call due process, Madam Speaker.

The amendment offered by my colleagues, Mr. Coltz, would help correct some of the transparency concerns we have witnessed over the last few weeks.

But today is about more than the fairness of the impeachment process. It is about the integrity of our electoral process. Democrats are trying to impeach the President because they are scared they cannot defeat him at the ballot box. Those are the words from my colleagues on the other side of the aisle who have offered impeachment three different times.

This impeachment is not only an attempt to subvert the election, it is an attempt to influence the next one as well.

Is that not what Democrats promised when they entered the majority 11 months ago? In this Chamber, we heard our Speaker say it here that, as we know, what the Speaker said when she talked about words of optimism and cooperation.

It was said that we would work together to make America stronger, more secure, and more prosperous. We were told our mission was to return power to the people. In fact, our new colleagues on the other side of the aisle were sent to Washington with a mandate to do just that.

So what has happened?

There is nothing like that today. Not long ago, Democrats recognized that a partisan impeachment would put politics over people and harm our Nation.

That exact same Speaker talked about cooperation and promised the American people that they would be different if you trusted them with the majority.

Madam Speaker, you have failed in that promise.

That Speaker said: "Impeachment is so divisive to the country that unless there’s something so compelling and overwhelming and bipartisan"—the word bipartisan—"I don’t think we should go down that path, because it divides the country.”

What has changed since those words were spoken?

Alexander Hamilton wrote that:

There will always be the greatest danger that the decision to use the impeachment process should be driven by partisan activities instead of real demonstrations of innocence or guilt.

This sham impeachment by Democrats has proven Hamilton right, and it betrays the Speaker’s own words.
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I know emotions are high. I know Members for weeks have discussed chair simply on the fact that they would be a better chair for impeachment right after the election. But when we all stood that day and listened to the words of the Speaker of cooperation, we all raised our hand to uphold the Constitution.

Tomorrow is November 1. We are 1 year away from an election, not just for this House but for the highest office of Presidency.

Madam Speaker, why do you not trust the people?

Why do you not allow the people to have a voice or only say the words that back the balance of politics, that we believe and know we can do better, that we believe and know that the American public with the right to have a voice.

Mr. McGOVERN.

Ms. JACKSON LEE. Madam Speaker, as a senior member of the House Judiciary Committee, and one of only 5 members and one of the only Democrats to serve on that House Judiciary Committee during the impeachment of 1998, I say in strong support of the Rule governing debate for H. Res. 660, as well as the underlying legislation—a resolution directing Congress to continue their ongoing investigations as part of the Selecting House of Representatives into whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives to exercise the constitutional power, solely vested in the House of Representatives, to impeach Donald John Trump, the current President of the United States of America.

This is a somber and solemn time, and I worry, based on what we have heard from the other side today, that some may be failing that test.

There are no kings and queens in America. That is what separates us from so many other nations. No one is above the law. Let me repeat that. No one is above the law.

Madam Speaker, I urge my colleagues to support this resolution.

JACKSON LEE. Madam Speaker, as a senior member of the House Judiciary Committee and one of only 5 members and one of the only Democrats to serve on that House Judiciary Committee during the impeachment of 1998, I say in strong support of the Rule governing debate for H. Res. 660, as well as the underlying legislation—a resolution directing committees to continue their ongoing investigations as part of the Selecting House of Representatives inquiry into whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives to exercise the constitutional power, solely vested in the House of Representatives, to impeach Donald John Trump, the current President of the United States of America.

This is a somber and solemn time.

Today we choose our beloved nation over individual self-interest and political party.

We choose due process, regular order and fairness.

And as the founding fathers crafted a document with 200 years prior to 1789 to 2019, we can abide by, we choose the Constitution.

The Framers of our Constitution designed our government, they bifurcated power between the federal and state governments, and divided power among the branches.

Indeed as the Framers debated ratification of the Constitution, they knew of the need to remove an individual who breached the public trust.

James Madison of Virginia argued in favor of impeachment, stating that some provision was "indispensable" to defend the community against "the incapacity, negligence or perfidy of the Chief Magistrate.

With a single executive, Madison argued, unlike a legislature whose collective nature provided security, "loss of capacity or corruption was more within the compass of probable events, and either of them might be fatal to the Republic."

They wrote Article I and vested in the Congress the capacity to make the laws.

They write Article II, and in the Executive vested the power to faithfully execute those laws.

Because the House enjoyed a naturalsupererogation as most representatives of the passions of the populace, the Framers vested the House of Representativesthe sole power of impeachment, and made the Senate the judges.

In Article II, they specified the standard by which a president or any constitutional officer is to be removed from office: for High Crimes and Misdemeanors.

It is against that backdrop that we debate this resolution.

In support this resolution because it protects our interests, holds accountable, protects the American people and gives the president ample opportunity to try to justify his conduct.

In September, members of the House of Representatives learned of a complaint filed by a whistleblower within the Intelligence Community.

The whistleblower alleged that on July 25, 2019, in a telephone conversation with the President of Ukraine, the American President sought to withhold foreign military aid from the besieged and beleaguered nation of Ukraine unless and until the Government of Ukraine produced or manufactured produced political dirt against a person he deemed his most formidable political rival.

The allegation suggests an effort and intent to exert the assistance of a foreign power to help the current president retain his office.

This is similar to the allegations surrounding his 2016 election victory, which were at the heart of the Special Council’s Report regarding Russian election interference.

After the whistleblower’s details were made public, the White House engaged in a series of untenable defenses, all designed to discredit the courageous whistleblower’s account, which the Intelligence Community Inspector General found credible.

First, the White House indicated that the whistleblower should not be trusted because it referenced secondhand information, forgetting that much of the information in the Whistleblower’s complaint was corroborated by the White House itself.

Next, the White House claimed, without proof, that the whistleblower was a liar.
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Then, the White House spread a lie that it was. But the Whistleblower and the two leaders were being manipulated for the president’s personal and political gain.

I have investigated this testimony:

On July 21, 2019, President Zelensky’s party won Parliamentary elections in a landslide victory. The NGO proposed that President Trump call Volodymyr Zelensky to congratulate him. On July 26, 2019, the call occurred. I listened to the call in the Situation Room with colleagues from the NGO and the office of the Vice President. As the transcript is in the public record, we are all aware of what was said. I was concerned by the call. I did not think it was proper to demand that a foreign government investigate a U.S. citizen, and I was worried about the implications for the U.S. government’s support of Ukraine. I realized that if Ukraine pursued an investigation into the Bidens and Burisma, it would likely be interpreted as a partisan play which would undoubtedly result in Ukraine losing the bipartisan support it has thus far maintained. This would all undermine U.S. national security. Following the call, I again reported my concerns to NCOs [and counsel].

The resolution also is prospective, as it requires the President to cooperate with the impeachment inquiry. It permits him to do whatever he wants, he was three-years old and was dismissed by missing him as a Never Trumper, as in the war in Iraq, for which he was awarded accomplishments of Ambassador Bill Taylor, a graduate of the United States Military Academy at West Point, and decorated soldier, and dismissing him as a Never Trumper, as if that is a damnation.

Chief and Executive Branches moving from secure intelligence facilities to public view. H. Res. 660 also serves to enable effective public hearings as it permits staff counsel to question witnesses for up to 45 minutes.

This is consistent with precedent established in 1998 of having staff counsel conduct initial questioning, followed by Member questions, by Republicans used to questioning Independence Counsel Kenneth Starr in 1998.

The resolution also continues the precedent of giving the minority the same rights to question witnesses that was afforded the majority. This has been true at every step of the inquiry.

Additionally, H. Res. 660 also permits the President opportunities to participate in the inquiry, in a manner consistent with past participation by Presidents.

The resolution establishes opportunities for the President or his counsel to participate in impeachment proceedings held by the Committee on the Judiciary or any other body.

The President can attend hearings, including those held in executive session, raise objection to testimony given and cross-examine witnesses.

But, if the President unilaterally refuses to cooperate with Congressional requests, the Chair shall have the discretion to impose sanctions to enforce appropriate remedies, including by denying specific requests by the President or his counsel.

H. Res. 660 explicates the procedure that follows after testimony is adduced in the HPSCI.

H. Res. 660 directs the Committee on the Judiciary to review the evidence and, if necessary, to report Articles of Impeachment to the House.

Following the precedent of every modern impeachment inquiry, the Committee on the Judiciary will decide whether Articles shall be reported to the House.

H. Res. 660 is important legislation that specifies the parameters and the terms this body will follow as it undergoes its solemn and constitutional task.

It affords equal time to the Chairman and Ranking Member to question witnesses as it treats the President and his counsel fairly.

And, importantly, it lays out for the American people in a manner they can understand what it treats the President and his counsel fairly.

As the author of one of our nation’s enduring documents, Jefferson was well-versed with...
what troubles would merit the erosion of public trust in its leaders. After all, the Declaration of Independence was a list of grievances of a lawless King, who felt impugned. But almost 50 years after the adoption of the Declaration of Independence, Thomas Jef ferson would wonder of another nation's founders: Nathaniel Macon.

In 1821, Jefferson wrote: "Our government is now taking so steady a course, as to show by what road it will pass to destruction, to wit, by consolidation first; and then corruption, it's necessary consequence." It is clear that the consolidation which Jefferson feared, and the corruption which he said would be its necessary consequence—has now been realized in the actions of this President.

We will not permit this to continue and we will put a stop to it. The President will be held to account. H. Res. 660 is the first step towards that accountability, and I am proud to support it.

The material previously referred to by Mr. Cole is as follows:

[AMENDMENT TO H. RES. 660 AS REPORTED]

OFFERED BY MR. COLE

In section 2, strike paragraph (5) and insert the following:

(5) Not later than 15 days after the Permanent Select Committee conducts a deposition or an interview in furtherance of the investigation described in the first section of this resolution, the chair shall make publicly available in electronic form the transcript of such deposition or interview, with appropriate redactions for classified and other sensitive information.

In section 3, strike "as authorized" and insert "shall."

In section 4, strike "to transfer" and insert "transfers."

In section 5, insert after "records or materials" the following: "including expository records or materials, with appropriate redactions for classified or other sensitive information."

In section 4, strike subsection (d) and insert the following:

(d) In the case that the Committee on the Judiciary proceeds to consideration of a resolution, article of impeachment, or other recommendation, the chair shall, at least 48 hours prior to committee consideration, make available to the public, the report received from the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, and any and all records or materials, including expository records or materials, with appropriate redactions for classified or other sensitive information, that were transferred from the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence or any other committee involved in inquiry referenced in the first section of this resolution.

Mr. McGOVERN. Madam Speaker, I yield back the balance of my time, and I move the previous question on the resolution.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the previous question. The question was taken; and the Speaker pro tempore announced that the ayes appeared to have it.

Mr. Cole. Madam Speaker, on that I demand the yeas and nays.

The yeas and nays were ordered.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Pursuant to clause 9 of rule XX, the Chair will reduce to 5 minutes the minimum time for any electronic vote on the question of adoption of the resolution. The vote was taken by electronic device; and there were—yeas 231, nays 196, not voting 4.
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Further consideration of the bill (H.R. 622) to provide for the designation of certain wilderness areas, recreation management areas, and conservation areas in the State of Colorado, and for other purposes, with Mr. AQUILAR (Acting Chair) in the chair.

The Clerk read the title of the bill.

The Acting CHAIR. When the Committee of the Whole rose on Wednesday, October 30, 2019, a request for a recorded vote on amendment No. 6 printed in part B of House Report 116-264 offered by the gentleman from Colorado (Mr. Crow) had been postponed.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE ACTING CHAIR

The Acting CHAIR. Pursuant to clause 6 of rule XVIII, proceedings will now resume on those amendments printed in part B of House Report 116-264 on which further proceedings were postponed in the following order:

Amendment No. 1 by Mr. CURTIS of Utah

Amendment No. 5 by Mr. Tipton of Colorado

Amendment No. 1 OFFERED BY MR. CURTIS

The Acting CHAIR. The unfinished business is the demand for a recorded vote on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Utah (Mr. CURTIS) on which further proceedings were postponed and on which the voice vote prevailed by voice vote.

The Clerk will redesignate the amendment.

The Clerk redesignated the amendment.

REQUEST TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE FOR ONE MINUTE

Mr. CLEAVES, Madam Speaker, I request permission to speak for 1 minute out of turn.

Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Missouri?

The SPEAKER. No objection.

Mr. CLEAVES, Madam Speaker. I object.

The SPEAKER. Objection is heard.

COLORADO OUTDOOR RECREATION AND ECONOMIC ACT

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Ms. DJITTE). Pursuant to House Resolution 656 and rule XVIII, the Chair declares the House in the Committee of the Whole House on the Union for the further consideration of the bill (H.R. 622) to provide for the designation of certain wilderness areas, recreation management areas, and conservation areas in the State of Colorado, and for other purposes, with Mr. AQUILAR (Acting Chair) in the chair.

IN THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

Accordingly, the House resolved itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the Union for the
DIRECTING CERTAIN COMMITTEES TO CONTINUE THEIR ONGOING INVESTIGATIONS AS PART OF THE EXISTING HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES INQUIRY INTO WHETHER SUFFICIENT GROUNDS EXIST FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES TO EXERCISE ITS CONSTITUTIONAL POWER TO IMPEACH DONALD JOHN TRUMP, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

OCTOBER 30, 2019.—Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed

Mr. McGovern, from the Committee on Rules, submitted the following
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PURPOSE AND SUMMARY

This resolution directs certain committees to continue their ongoing investigations as part of the existing House of Representatives inquiry into whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives to exercise its Constitutional power to impeach Donald John Trump, President of the United States of America. The resolution lays out the procedure for the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence to continue their ongoing investigation in open hearings, authorizes the release of deposition transcripts, and provides additional procedures in furtherance of the impeachment inquiry, including for the Committee on the Judiciary.

BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR LEGISLATION

The House of Representatives' impeachment inquiry

On September 24, 2019, Speaker Nancy Pelosi announced that the House of Representatives would continue with its impeachment inquiry into President Donald J. Trump. In exercise of its oversight and legislative authorities and under the umbrella of the House's ongoing impeachment inquiry, the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI), in coordination with the Committee on Foreign Affairs and the Committee on Oversight and Reform, has led a fact-finding investigation of the President's use of the power and instruments of the presidency and the federal government for his personal political gain.

The investigation conducted by these investigative committees has focused on three interrelated lines of inquiry regarding the President's conduct:

1. Did the President request that a foreign leader and government initiate investigations to benefit the President's personal political interests in the United States, including an investigation related to the President's political rival and potential opponent in the 2020 U.S. presidential election?

2. Did the President—directly or through agents—seek to use the power of the Office of the President and other instruments of the federal government in other ways to apply pressure on the head of state and government of Ukraine to advance the President's personal political interests, including by leveraging an Oval Office meeting desired by the President of Ukraine or by withholding U.S. military assistance to Ukraine?

3. Did the President and his Administration seek to obstruct, suppress or cover up information to conceal from the Congress and the American people evidence about the President's actions and conduct?

In deposing witnesses and examining documentary evidence, the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, in coordination with the Committees on Foreign Affairs and Oversight and Reform, is assessing the extent to which President Trump jeopardized U.S.


national security by pressing Ukraine to initiate politically-motivated investigations that could interfere in U.S. domestic politics.

As part of the ongoing investigation into the President's actions and conduct, the Committees have requested that the White House and Executive Branch agencies and departments produce pertinent documents and records. Due to non-cooperation across the Executive Branch, the Committees served duly authorized subpoenas on the White House, the Office of Management and Budget, the Department of State, the Department of Defense, and the Department of Energy. On October 8, 2019, White House Counsel Pat Cipollone responded on behalf of President Trump, citing among other arguments the lack of a floor vote and other alleged due process considerations: "President Trump cannot permit his Administration to participate in this partisan inquiry under these circumstances." With the exception of the Department of State, the other agencies and departments of the Executive Branch, including the White House, have affirmatively informed the Committees in writing that they would not comply after being served with lawful subpoenas and that they would withhold evidentiary documents and records from the investigative committees involved in the impeachment inquiry. Although the Department of State has not explicitly informed the Committees that it intends not to comply with its subpoena, it has yet to produce a single document or other record in willful defiance of compulsory process. All subpoenas to the Executive Branch remain in full force.

In the context of an impeachment inquiry, the President and his administration's refusal to comply with duly authorized subpoenas, decision to withhold documentary evidence, and attempts to block and discourage witnesses from testifying may be considered as evidence of the President abusing the powers of his office and may lead the committees to draw an adverse inference against the President.

Evidence also suggests President Trump may have corruptly abused the power of his office to obstruct duly authorized federal law enforcement investigations into his conduct and that of his associates. The day before President Trump's July 25, 2019, call with President Zelensky, Special Counsel Robert S. Mueller, III testified before the multiple House Committees. In his testimony and his Report, Mueller described in detail the "sweeping and systemic fashion" in which the 2016 presidential election was attacked by the Russian government and its agents. The Special Counsel also documented evidence strongly indicating that President Trump engaged in a course of conduct designed to obstruct the Special Counsel's investigation, including any investigation into the President's conduct. Both personally and through his subordinates, the President appears to have engaged in a plan to remove the Special Counsel, limit the Special Counsel's investigation and other fed-

---

3 Letter from White House Counsel Pat Cipollone to Speaker Pelosi and Chairmen Engel, Schiff, and Cummings, Oct. 8, 2019.
6 See e.g., Mueller Report Vol II at II.E.
eral investigations related to Trump,\(^7\) discourage witness cooperation with federal investigators,\(^8\) and provide false statements.\(^9\) The House Judiciary Committee’s investigation of these allegations as part of its impeachment investigation remains ongoing.\(^10\) In this investigation—as in others undertaken by the House Judiciary Committee and other committees—the President and the Executive Branch have refused to comply with duly authorized subpoenas, have withheld documentary evidence, and have attempted to block and discouraged witnesses from testifying, all in manners that may be considered as evidence of the President abusing the powers of his office and that may substantiate an adverse evidentiary inference against the President.

The role of impeachment in our constitutional system

The impeachment power serves an extraordinarily important role in the constitutional plan: it allows Congress to remove from office a President who has committed “Treason, Bribery, or other High Crimes and Misdemeanors.”\(^11\) Impeachment is thus the most profound check on the Presidency and one of the mightiest safeguards for constitutional democracy.

As Justice Joseph Story wisely recognized, “the power of impeachment is not one expected in any government to be in constant or frequent exercise.”\(^12\) But when faced with credible evidence of extraordinary Presidential wrongdoing, it is incumbent on the House of Representatives—which wields “the sole Power of Impeachment,”\(^13\)—to thoroughly investigate and then determine whether to approve articles of impeachment accusing the President of misconduct justifying his removal from office. The House alone is vested with that responsibility because it “represent[s] the great body of the people,” and because the need for impeachment arises “from acts of great injury to the community.”\(^14\) Following approval of such articles by the House, proceedings shift to the Senate, which must hear evidence and argument and ultimately adjudicate the case pursuant to its “sole Power to try all Impeachments.”\(^15\)

The Framers of the Constitution provided for these exceptional procedures because egregious misuse of the Nation’s highest office could be “fatal to the republic.”\(^16\) They appreciated that “the Executive will have great opportunities of abusing his power,”\(^17\) and

---

\(^7\) See e.g., Mueller Report Vol II at II.F.

\(^8\) See e.g., Mueller Report Vol II at II.J-II.K.

\(^9\) See e.g., Mueller Report Vol II at II.I.


\(^12\) Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States § 749 (1833).

\(^13\) U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 5.

\(^14\) Jonathan Elliott (ed.), The Debates in the Several State Conventions 113 (1863) (quoting Justice James Iredell).

\(^15\) U.S. Const. art. I, § 3, cl. 6.

\(^16\) Farrand, 2 The Records of the Federal Convention, at 66 (James Madison).

\(^17\) Id. at 67 (Edmund Randolph).
sought to bury the abhorrent maxim "that the chief Magistrate could do [no] wrong." Championing the adoption of an impeachment provision in the Constitution, Madison therefore cautioned that a President "might betray his trust to foreign powers," or "pervert his administration into a scheme of peculation or oppression." Mason and William Davie, in turn, sharply highlighted the threat that Presidents would pose if they could corrupt the electoral process without fear of being removed from political office for their wrongdoing. Subsequently, in the Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton also emphasized impeachment as a bulwark against foreign influence in our domestic affairs.

Of course, arguments about the importance of allowing Presidential impeachment were not invented for the very first time at the Constitutional Convention. Every delegate who addressed the loaded subject of impeachment in Philadelphia had personal experience with colonial or state impeachment practice, which ensured their familiarity with the concept of removing senior elected officials. That background caused many Framers to recoil from the European notion that heads of state could never be impeached. As Hamilton later explained, the President would have no more resemblance to the British king than to "the Grand Seignior, to the khan of Tartary, to the Man of the Seven Mountains, or to the governor of New York." As he reasoned in his essays advocating ratification, whereas "the person of the king of Great Britain is sacred and inviolable," the American President could be "impeached, tried, and upon conviction . . . removed from office." Through the Impeachment Clause, the Framers thus confirmed that nobody—not even the President of the United States of America—is above the law. Consistent with the Framers' goals, the purpose of the impeachment power is not to impose personal punishment on the President. Instead, impeachment's "function is primarily to maintain constitutional government." That is why the consequences of conviction in the Senate are expressly limited by the plain text of the Constitution to removal from office and potential disqualification from future office holding. To the extent the President has violated any criminal statutes, the Constitution reserves criminal punishment for the ordinary judicial processes of criminal law. Conviction on articles of impeachment thus goes "just far enough, and no further than, to remove the threat posed to the Republic by an unfit official." This careful balance speaks

---

18 Id. at 66 (Elbridge Gerry).
19 Id. at 65–66.
20 See id. at 65–65.
21 Wright (ed.), The Federalist Papers, Federalist 68, at 444 (1961) ("Nothing was more to be desired than that every practicable obstacle should be opposed to cabal, intrigue, and corruption. These most deadly adversaries of republican government might naturally have been expected to make their approaches from more than one quarter, but chiefly from the desire in foreign powers to gain an improper ascendant in our councils. How could they better gratify this, than by raising a creature of their own to the chief magistracy of the Union? But the convention have guarded against all danger of this sort, with the most provident and judicious attention.").
24 Id. at 445.
27 See U.S. Const. art. I, § 3, cl. 7.
to the Framers’ acknowledgment of impeachment’s role in protecting the democratic system, as well as their realization that criminal punishment through the Judiciary serves a very different purpose in American life than does impeachment and removal from office.

Throughout the Nation’s history, the House has undertaken impeachment proceedings against only three Presidents. In 1868, following sustained Presidential resistance to Congressional Reconstruction, the House impeached President Andrew Johnson for violating the Tenure of Office Act and calling Congress into disrepute. In 1974, following the infamous Watergate scandal, the House Committee on the Judiciary approved articles of impeachment against President Richard M. Nixon for obstruction of justice, abuse of power, and obstruction of Congress. (President Nixon resigned before those articles were put to a vote by the full House.) Finally, in 1998, following receipt of a report from Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr, the House impeached President William J. Clinton for obstruction of justice and perjury. Each of these impeachment proceedings arose from Presidential conduct determined by a majority of the House to involve serious wrongdoing that imperiled the rule of law.

Ultimately, as Hamilton taught, the “true spirit” of impeachment in the House is that it serves as a “method of NATIONAL INQUEST into the conduct of public [officials].” 30 Members of the House serve as “inquisitors for the nation,” investigating whether the President committed “high Crimes and Misdemeanors” and, if appropriate, approving articles of impeachment for adjudication in the Senate. This is a weighty responsibility, and a grave one, but it is essential to ensuring that the Constitution endures when the President abuses power, betrays the nation, or corrupts our highest office.

The impeachment inquiry process

As described above, the Constitution vests the “sole power of impeachment” in the House of Representatives and provides the Senate “the sole power to try all impeachments” and remove a federal officer, including the president, for certain “high crimes and misdemeanors.” 30 The purpose of an impeachment inquiry is to gather evidence to determine whether the president may have committed an impeachable offense, and consequently whether the House should draft and adopt articles of impeachment.

The Trump Administration has challenged this inquiry’s legitimacy. He has asserted that it is improper or unconstitutional for the committees to conduct an impeachment inquiry absent an authorizing vote of the full House. 31 This assertion has no basis in the text of the Constitution, House rules, past precedent or any other authority. As noted above, the House possess the “sole power of impeachment.” Furthermore, the Constitution provides that each “House may determine the Rules of its Proceedings.” 32 As such,

30 U.S. Const. Art. I § 2, cl. 5; id. § 3, cl. 6; Art. II § 4.
31 Letter to Nancy Pelosi, Speaker, U.S. House of Representatives, Adam Schiff, Chairman, H. Permanent Select. Comm. on Intelligence, Eliot Engel, Chairman, H. Comm. on Foreign Affairs, Elijah Cummings, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight and Reform, from Pat Cipollone, Counsel to the President, Oct. 8, 2019.
neither the Constitution nor House rules requires that the full House vote to authorize an inquiry. Indeed, a federal district judge recently rejected the assertion that the House must have a full vote to initiate an impeachment inquiry. The holding came in response to the Judiciary Committee’s petition for grand jury material related to the Mueller investigation. The Court found that the Trump Administration’s argument “has no textual support in the U.S. Constitution, [or] the governing rules of the House . . . .” And further recognized that “[e]ven in cases of presidential impeachment, a House resolution has never, in fact, been required to begin an impeachment inquiry.” This resolution, while not required, provides a further framework for the House’s ongoing impeachment inquiry into the conduct of President Donald Trump.

Under the framework provided by this resolution, HPSCI and others will continue to conduct the fact-finding investigation into the Ukraine matter and HPSCI will report to the Judiciary Committee in connection with that matter. Both the Constitution and the rules of the House permit congressional committees to undertake such investigations regarding the conduct of the President that may result in the adoption of articles of impeachment. The Judiciary Committee, as a matter of precedent, is responsible for considering and potentially recommending articles of impeachment to the full House. Articles of impeachment introduced in the House are by parliamentary precedent referred to the Committee on the Judiciary. Whether by direct referral to the Committee or referral following a vote, “[a]ll impeachments to reach the Senate since 1900 have been based on resolutions reported by the Committee on the Judiciary.”

The House’s ongoing impeachment inquiry process—both before and after enactment of the resolution—and the additional framework provided by the resolution is commensurate with the inquiry process followed in the cases of President Nixon and President Clinton. The Nixon impeachment inquiry proceeded out of public view for several months—starting in October 1973. The House did not vote to authorize an impeachment inquiry until February 6, 1974. From February 22 to May 9, 1974, only the Chairman, Ranking Member, and inquiry staff had access to the material gathered by the inquiry, to supervise and review the assembly of the evidence prior to the presentation of the evidence to the whole

---

34 Id.
35 During the impeachment inquiry of President Richard Nixon, inquiry staff organized and analyzed evidence provided by the Senate Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities and made requests for various materials “to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the House Armed Services Committee, the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure, the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, and the CIA.” See Work of the Impeachment Inquiry Staff as of March 1, Rept. Of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 93rd Cong., (1974) at p. 2.
36 Jefferson’s Manual, H. Doc. 114–192 § 605, at 321 (2017) (“[R]esolutions . . . that directly call for the impeachment of an officer have been referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.”).
37 Charles W. Johnson et al., House Practice: A Guide to the Rules, Precedents, and Practice of the House, Ch. 27 § 6, at 815 (2017).
Committee. With regard to the Clinton impeachment inquiry, the Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr transmitted his report to the House of Representatives on September 9, 1998. Two days later, the House adopted H. Res. 525 to allow the Judiciary Committee to review the report behind closed doors before releasing it to the public and "to determine whether sufficient grounds exist to recommend to the House that an impeachment inquiry be commenced." The House adopted a resolution authorizing an inquiry nearly a month later on October 8, 2019.

The current inquiry must differ from the previous two presidential impeachment inquiries in one fundamental respect, however: the House is conducting a significant portion of the factual investigation itself as it relates to the Ukraine matter. In impeachment inquiries of both President Nixon and Clinton, the House relied upon an investigation conducted by third-parties, such as the Watergate Special Prosecutor's Office investigation and Senate Select Committee investigation into President Nixon, and the Independent Counsel investigation into President Clinton. With regard to the Ukraine matter, the Department of Justice (under Attorney General William Barr) declined to open an investigation after reviewing President Trump's July 25, 2019, call with Ukrainian President Zelensky. The Department issued a statement on September 25, 2019, stating that the Department's Criminal Division "reviewed the official record of the call and determined, based on the facts and applicable law, that there was no campaign finance violation and that no further action was warranted." As a result, the Department asserted that it had "concluded the matter."

Where, as in the case of investigating the conduct of President Trump, there is no such third-party to conduct the investigation, the House, through its committees, must conduct the initial fact-finding investigation with regards to the Ukraine matter. This resolution represents the next, public-facing phase of that process.

Additionally, the Trump Administration has asserted that the House has failed to provide the President with "constitutionally mandated due process." The initial stages of an impeachment inquiry in the House are akin to those preceding a prosecutorial charging decision. Under this process, the House is responsible for collecting the evidence and, rather than weighing the question of returning an indictment, the Members of the House have the obligation to decide whether to approve articles of impeachment.

As previously described, an impeachment inquiry is not a criminal trial and should not be confused with one. The president's liberty is not at stake and the constitutional protections afforded a criminal defendant do not as a matter of course apply. The constitutionally permitted consequences of impeachment are limited to

---

43 Department of Justice Press Statement, September 25, 2019 (as sent to HPSCI). See e.g., Matt Zapotosky and Devlin Barrett, "Justice Dept. rejected investigation of Trump phone call just weeks after it began examining the matter," The Washington Post, September 25, 2019.
44 Letter to Nancy Pelosi, Speaker, U.S. House of Representatives, Adam Schiff, Chairman, H. Permanent Select. Comm. on Intelligence, Elliot Engel, Chairman, H. Comm. on Foreign Affairs, Elijah Cummings, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight and Reform, from Pat Cipollone, Counsel to the President, Oct. 8, 2019.
immediate removal from office and potentially being barred from holding future federal office. Moreover, it is the Senate that conducts the trial to determine whether the conduct outlined in the articles warrant the president’s removal from office, which requires a 2/3 majority vote. Indeed, given the nature of the ongoing investigation into the Ukraine matter, President Trump has received additional procedural protections. During closed door depositions held by HPSCI and others related to the Ukraine matter, minority members have been present and granted equal time to question witnesses brought before the committees. This is unlike the process in the preceding two presidential impeachment inquiries, which relied significantly upon information gathered by third-party investigators. Now, as we enter the next phase of the investigation, this resolution directs HPSCI to conduct open hearings and produce and transmit a report of its factual findings to the Judiciary Committee, which will consider and potentially refer articles of impeachment based on those factual findings and all other factual evidence before it.

Nonetheless, the Committee on the Judiciary has, during certain stages of an impeachment inquiry, adopted procedures governing the presentation of evidence that permit the president to participate in the proceedings. It was only in May 1974 that the committee adopted procedures for the presentation of evidence, which included additional procedural protections for the President.45 Similarly, the House Judiciary Committee authorized additional procedures for the presentation of evidence, including procedural protections for the president on October 5, 1998, nearly a month after it had received the report of Independent Counsel Starr, and just before the Committee began conducting public hearings.

In keeping with this past practice, the resolution directs the Judiciary Committee to provide procedural protections for the president based on those provided during the Nixon and Clinton inquiries in anticipation of the Committee receiving the results of the ongoing investigations being conducted by other committees of the House. These procedural protections include: that the president and his counsel are invited to attend all hearings; the ability for the president’s counsel to cross-examine witnesses and object to the admissibility of testimony; and the ability of the president’s counsel to make presentations of evidence before the Judiciary Committee, including the ability to call witnesses. The purpose of providing these protections is to ensure that the president has a fair opportunity to present evidence to the Judiciary Committee if it must weigh whether to recommend articles of impeachment against him to the full House.

The President and his administration’s egregious failure to comply with the lawful subpoenas and requests of the investigating

45See Impeachment of Richard M. Nixon, President of the United States, Rept. of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 93rd Cong. (1974) at pp. 8–9. ("These procedures were consistent with four general principles: First, the Committee would receive from the staff and consider initially all reliable material which tended to establish the facts in issue. At the time that the evidentiary proceedings began, the Committee would give the President the opportunity to have his counsel present and to receive such documents and materials as the staff presented to the Committee Members for their consideration. Second, during the presentation of this evidentiary material, whether in executive or in open session subject to the rules of the House, the Committee would give the President the opportunity to have his counsel present and to hear the presentation. Third, at the end of this presentation, the Committee would give the President the opportunity to have his counsel make his position known, either orally or in writing, with respect to the evidentiary material received by the Committee."
committees must of course be taken account of when considering
the President's opportunity to himself utilize Congressional proce-
dures to obtain and present witnesses and documents. In con-
struing the resolution, it is understood that the opportunity con-
ferred on the President by the Judiciary Committee procedures, in-
cluding through his counsel, to call specific witnesses or pose par-
ticular questions to them may, in the customary discretion of the
chair, be predicated in whole or in part on the President's deter-
minations as to whether to make witnesses available for testimony
and to produce documents requested by, the investigative com-
mittees directed by H. Res. 660 as the committees continue their
ongoing investigations into whether sufficient grounds exist for the
House of Representatives to exercise its Constitutional power to
impeach Donald John Trump, President of the United States of
America, and for other purposes. The available remedies within the
chair's discretion in such circumstances also include—but are not
limited to—drawing adverse evidentiary inferences on questions of
fact or finding that the President's unlawful defiance of Congres-
sional subpoenas constitutes obstruction of the Congressional im-
peachment inquiry. In the exercise of this discretion the chair
shall, of course, account for any valid and applicable legal constitu-
tional, procedural, or precedential considerations.

Additionally, the resolution provides additional rights to the mi-
nority of the Judiciary Committee. The resolution grants the mi-
nority the right to subpoena witnesses subject to a vote of the com-
mittee. This subpoena power is based on the power granted to the
minority during both the Nixon and Clinton impeachment inquir-
ies.

COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

The Committee on Rules met on October 30, 2019, in open ses-
sion and ordered H. Res. 660 favorably reported to the House by
a record vote of 9 yeas and 4 nays, a quorum being present.

COMMITTEE VOTES

Clause 3(b) of rule XIII of the Rules of the House of Representa-
tives requires the Committee to list the record votes on the motion
to report the legislation and amendments thereto. A motion by Mr.
McGovern to report the resolution to the House with a favorable
recommendation was agreed to by a record vote of 9 yeas and 4
nays, a quorum being present. The names of Members voting for
and against follow:

Rules Committee record vote No. 203

Date: October 30, 2019

Motion to order H. Res. 660 reported favorably to the House.
Agreed to: 9–4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Yea</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Nay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Yea</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Nay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Yea</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Nay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Yea</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Nay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Yea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Yea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Yea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The committee also considered the following amendments on which record votes were requested. The names of Members voting for and against follow:

**Rules Committee record vote No. 186**

Date: October 30, 2019

Amendment (no. 1) offered by Mr. Woodall to strike all except Section 4. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rules Committee record vote No. 187**

Date: October 30, 2019

Amendment (no. 2) offered by Mr. Burgess to strike the Committees on Financial Services and Ways and Means from Section 1. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rules Committee record vote No. 188**

Date: October 30, 2019

Amendment (no. 3) offered by Mr. Burgess to add language requiring the Committees on Financial Services and Ways and Means to produce and make available to all members documents detailing the nature and scope of their investigations. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Majority Members | Vote | Minority Members | Vote
---|---|---|---
Mr. McGovern, Chairman | Nay | 

**Rules Committee record vote No. 189**

Date: October 30, 2019

Amendment (no. 4) offered by Mr. Woodall to apply language requiring the chair of the Committee on Rules to promulgate additional procedures to allow for the participation of the President and his counsel in proceedings in the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, the Committee on Oversight and Reform, and the Committee on Foreign Affairs. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rules Committee record vote No. 190**

Date: October 30, 2019

Amendment (no. 5) offered by Mr. Cole to add language permitting the chair and ranking minority member to yield their time to other members on the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence during the extended questioning time. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rules Committee record vote No. 191**

Date: October 30, 2019

Amendment (no. 6) offered by Mrs. Lesko to allow the minority to call at least an equal number of witnesses and to authorize the ranking minority member to require as deemed necessary, by subpoena or otherwise, the attendance and testimony of any person and the production of records and other materials. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rules Committee record vote No. 192
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 7) offered by Mr. Cole to strike the section requiring written justification from the ranking minority member of the relevance of the testimony of each requested witness to the investigation. Defeated: 4–9

Rules Committee record vote No. 193
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 8) offered by Mr. Cole to require the chair to provide the ranking minority member written justification of the relevance of the testimony of each witness whose testimony is requested or required. Defeated: 4–9

Rules Committee record vote No. 194
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 9) offered by Mr. Woodall to add language that provides the ranking minority members of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Committee on the Judiciary with the authority to issue the same number of subpoenas as their respective chairs. Defeated: 4–9
Rules Committee record vote No. 195
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 10) offered by Mr. Cole to allow the ranking minority member of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence the ability to issue subpoenas without the concurrence of the chair. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rules Committee record vote No. 196
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 11) offered by Mr. Cole to require the chair to have the concurrence of the ranking minority member to issue subpoenas and, if the ranking minority member does not concur, the chair may put the question before the full committee. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rules Committee record vote No. 197
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 12) offered by Mrs. Lesko to require the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and any other committee having custody of records or other materials relating to the inquiry to transfer all such records or materials including exculpatory materials to the Committee on the Judiciary. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rules Committee record vote No. 198
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 13) offered by Mrs. Lesko to allow the ranking members of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and any other committees having custody of records or other materials relating to the inquiry to also transfer records and materials to the Committee on the Judiciary. Defeated: 4–9

Rules Committee record vote No. 199
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 14) offered by Mrs. Lesko to require the concurrence of the relevant ranking minority member in order to transfer records and other materials to the Committee on the Judiciary. If the ranking minority member does not concur, the chair shall have the right to refer to the committee for a decision. Defeated: 4–9

Rules Committee record vote No. 200
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 16) offered by Mr. Burgess to define “employee” as “other than a consultant whose services are procured in accordance with section 202(i) of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 (2 U.S.C. 4301(i))”. Defeated: 4–9

Rules Committee record vote No. 201
Date: October 30, 2019
Amendment (no. 17) offered by Mr. Woodall to ensure the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence holds more than one open hearing. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rules Committee record vote No. 202

Date: October 30, 2019

Amendment (no. 18) offered by Mr. Burgess to state that nothing in this resolution may be construed to limit the right of each Member, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner to have access to committee records pursuant to clause 2(e)(2) of rule XI. Defeated: 4–9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Minority Members</th>
<th>Vote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hastings</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Cole</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Torres</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Woodall</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Perlmutter</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mr. Burgess</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Raskin</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td>Mrs. Lesko</td>
<td>Yea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Scanlon</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Morelle</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shalala</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. DeSaulnier</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. McGovern, Chairman</td>
<td>Nay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMITTEE OVERSIGHT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Pursuant to clause 3(c)(1) of rule XIII and clause 2(b)(1) of rule X of the Rules of the House of Representatives, the Committee made oversight findings and recommendations that are reflected in this report.

PERFORMANCE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Pursuant to clause 3(c)(4) of rule XIII of the Rules of the House of Representatives, the Committee establishes the following performance related goals and objectives for this legislation:

The resolution directs certain committees to continue their ongoing investigations as part of the existing House of Representatives inquiry into whether sufficient grounds exist for the House of Representatives to exercise its Constitutional power to impeach Donald John Trump, President of the United States of America; authorizes public hearings and the disclosure of deposition transcripts; and sets forth additional procedures in furtherance of the impeachment inquiry. The resolution moves the House's impeachment inquiry into the next phase while providing rights to the minority, including authorizing the ranking minority members of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Judiciary Committee to request subpoenas. In advancing the impeachment inquiry, the resolution also provides for process rights for the Presi-
dent and his counsel, rights that closely mirror those provided during the Nixon and Clinton impeachment inquiries.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE STATEMENT

No advisory committees within the meaning of section 5(b) of the Federal Advisory Committee Act were created by this legislation.

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

Resolved clause

The first section of the resolution directs the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence ("Select Committee") and the Committees on Financial Services, Foreign Affairs, the Judiciary, Oversight and Reform, and Ways and Means to continue their ongoing investigations as part of the existing House inquiry into whether sufficient grounds exist for the House to exercise its Constitutional power to impeach President Trump.

Section two—Open and transparent investigative proceedings by the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence

Section two provides procedures under which the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence may conduct themselves for the purpose of continuing their ongoing investigation as part of the existing House inquiry into whether sufficient grounds exist for the House to exercise its Constitutional power to impeach President Trump.

It directs the chair of the Select Committee to designate one or more open hearings pursuant to the section and provides a specific process for questioning witnesses in those hearings, notwithstanding clause 2(j)(2) of rule XI. At the start of questioning the chair announces how many minutes the chair and ranking minority member are permitted to question the witness during that round, longer than five minutes and up to 45 minutes per side. The time available for each period of questioning must be equal for the chair and ranking minority member. Only the chair and ranking minority member, or a Select Committee employee if yielded to by the chair or ranking member, may question witnesses during these periods. The chair may announce additional rounds using the same process. Following these extended questioning periods, the committee will proceed with questioning by members of the committee under the five-minute rule.

The section also provides that the ranking minority member of the Select Committee may submit written requests for witness testimony to the chair within 72 hours after notice is given for the first open hearing held pursuant to these procedures. The requested witness testimony must be relevant to the investigation described in the first section and must be accompanied by a detailed written justification of the relevance of such testimony. This notice requirement will allow for a full evaluation of minority witness requests.

46 The 116th Congress Committees' Congressional Handbook released by the Committee on House Administration defines "employee" as "an individual appointed to a position of employment in the House of Representatives by an authorized employing authority including individuals receiving pay disbursed by the CAO and individuals in a Leave Without Pay or furlough status." The Handbook further states, "[a] consultant is to act as an independent contractor and is not an employee of the Committee."
The section authorizes the ranking minority member of the Select Committee, in concurrence with the chair of the committee, to require, as deemed necessary to the investigation—by subpoena or otherwise—the attendance and testimony of any person (including at the taking of a deposition), the production of documents, and by interrogatory, the furnishing of information. If the chair declines to concur in a proposed action of the ranking minority member, the ranking minority member shall have the right to refer to the committee for decision the question of whether such authority shall be exercised and the chair shall convene the committee promptly to render that decision, subject to the notice requirements and good cause exception for a committee meeting under clause 2(g)(3)(A) and (B) of rule XI. Subpoenas and interrogatories authorized by this section may be signed by the ranking minority member and may be served by any person designated by the ranking member. This language is based on language found in the Clinton and Nixon impeachment inquiry resolutions, H. Res. 581 (105th) and H. Res. 803 (93rd), respectively, but is updated to conform with changes to subpoena rules in the House (clause 2(m) of rule XI), which now confer subpoena authority to committees and, by delegation, the chair.

The section authorizes the chair of the Select Committee to make transcripts of depositions conducted by the Select Committee in furtherance of its investigation publicly available in electronic form, with appropriate redactions for classified and other sensitive information.

The section also directs the Select Committee to act collegially to issue a report with its findings and any recommendations, appending any appropriate information and materials with respect to their investigation. The report must be prepared in consultation with the chairs of the Committees on Foreign Affairs and Oversight and Reform. The chair of the Select Committee is directed to transmit the committee report and appendices, along with any views filed pursuant to clause 2(l) of rule XI, to the Committee on the Judiciary and to make the report publicly available in electronic form, with appropriate redactions to any part of the report to protect classified and other sensitive information.

Section three—Transmission of additional materials

Section three authorizes the chair of the Permanent Select Committee, or the chair of any other committee, having custody of records or other materials related to the House impeachment inquiry referenced in the first section of the resolution, to transfer such records or materials to the Judiciary Committee, in consultation with the ranking minority member.

Section four—Impeachment inquiry procedures in the Committee on the Judiciary

Section four provides for the procedures under which the Judiciary Committee is authorized to conduct the impeachment inquiry. The section authorizes the Committee to conduct proceedings relating to the impeachment inquiry pursuant to the procedures, including those that allow for the participation of the President and his counsel, issued by the chair of the Committee on Rules and printed in the Congressional Record on October 29, 2019.
The Judiciary Committee is also authorized to promulgate additional procedures for hearings held pursuant to the resolution as it deems necessary, provided that they are not inconsistent with the procedures inserted in the Congressional Record by the chair of the Committee on Rules on October 29, 2019, the rules of the Committee, and the rules of the House.

In identical language to the subpoena power referenced in section two, the section also authorizes the ranking member of the Judiciary Committee, in concurrence with the chair of the committee, to require, as deemed necessary to the investigation—by subpoena or otherwise—the attendance and testimony of any person (including at the taking of a deposition), the production of documents, and by interrogatory, the furnishing of information. If the chair declines to concur in a proposed action of the ranking minority member, the ranking minority member shall have the right to refer to the committee for decision the question of whether such authority shall be exercised and the chair shall convene the committee promptly to render that decision, subject to notice requirements and good-cause exception for a committee meeting under clause 2(g)(3)(A) and (B) of rule XI. Subpoenas and interrogatories authorized by this section may be signed by the ranking minority member and may be served by any person designated by the ranking member. Like the identical language found in section two, it is based on subpoena language found in the regulations promulgated to govern the procedures of the Clinton and Nixon impeachment inquiries, H. Res. 581 (105th) and H. Res. 803 (93rd), respectively. The language has been updated to conform with changes to subpoena rules in the House (clause 2(m) of rule XI), which now confer subpoena authority to committees and, by delegation, to the chair.

Section 4(c)(2) of the resolution provides that the chair of the Judiciary Committee may schedule a meeting to consider a subpoena or interrogatory request of the ranking minority member which has been declined and referred to the Judiciary Committee, in accordance with the committee meeting notice requirements and good cause exception contained in House rule XI. This provision supersedes the committee meeting notice requirements contained in rule II of the Judiciary Committee's Rules of Procedure. In addition, paragraph B.3 of the Judiciary Committee Impeachment Inquiry Procedures (inserted into the Congressional Record by the chair of the Committee on Rules on October 29, 2019) permits the chair of the Judiciary Committee to schedule a meeting to consider a request by the President's counsel for the Judiciary Committee to receive additional testimony or evidence in accordance with the committee meeting notice requirements and good cause exception contained in House rule XI, notwithstanding rule II of the Judiciary Committee's Rules of Procedure. Paragraph E of the impeachment inquiry procedures allows the chair to provide notice of other meetings as well as hearings being held pursuant to such impeachment inquiry procedures consistent with the House rule XI notice requirements and good cause exceptions, in this case, so long as there are at least twenty-four hours' notice of the same. Again, this paragraph operates notwithstanding the committee meeting notice requirements contained in rule II of the Judiciary Committee's Rules of Procedure.
Finally, the section requires that the Judiciary Committee report to the House such resolutions, articles of impeachment, or other recommendations as it deems proper.

CHANGES IN EXISTING HOUSE RULES MADE BY THE RESOLUTION, AS REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3(g) of rule XIII of the Rules of the House of Representatives, the Committee finds that this resolution does not propose to repeal or amend a standing rule of the House.
We are disappointed that the Democratic Majority has trampled on the rights of the minority and the integrity of the legislative process in their haste to pass H. Res. 660 on the House Floor. There is no practical reason why the legislative process set forth in both the 93rd and 105th Congresses could not have been the model used today. In fact, even the Democratic Majority themselves have made no compelling argument as to why this legislation was written behind closed doors and only made available to members of the minority and the American people a mere 24 hours prior to the Rules Committee marking up the legislation. We also understand that the Majority plans to schedule a floor vote on the resolution less than 24 hours after conclusion of the Rules Committee markup. This haste has no explanation outside of an unfortunately political context—one that serves to validate the significant and grave concerns of the minority as to the abandonment of transparency, fairness, and bipartisanship that existed in prior Congresses when similar grave matters were before this body.

While we are hesitant to assign motivations to the majority, their lack of communication and coordination with the minority leads us to question how H. Res. 660 is anything more than the latest attempt to rationalize a deeply flawed process structured to do one thing, and one thing alone: destroy the credibility of a president. Due process and following the evidence—characteristics of previous impeachment debates—is non-existent in the current context. Rather, fairness and transparency have been replaced by leaking of testimony, pejorative statements, contradictory arguments, and political gamesmanship. This somber truth should leave every member who values this institution saddened by the new precedent being set by the current majority.

In 1998, a current member of the House Democratic Caucus said the following regarding the House’s responsibility to remain true to historical precedent when it comes to an issue of such import to our nation as impeachment of a president:

*Under our Constitution, the House of Representatives has the sole power of impeachment. This is perhaps our single most serious responsibility short of declaration of war. Given the gravity and magnitude of this undertaking, only a fair and bipartisan approach to this question will ensure that truth is discovered, honest judgments rendered and the constitutional requirement observed. Our best yardstick is our historical experience. We must compare the procedures used today with what Congress did a generation ago when.*

(21)
a Republican President was investigated by a Democratic House.¹

It is unfortunate that this majority has abandoned the sentiments expressed by now-Chairwoman Zoe Lofgren and now seeks to rewrite the history of their quest to delegitimize the current president even at the expense of our institution and the unity of our nation, and absent any meaningful evidence. H. Res. 660 is little more than a last-minute effort to walk the tightrope of appeasing the Democratic Majority's base while not completely alienating members of their caucus who represent more moderate areas of the country. And yet again, their political efforts run counter to a process characterized by the bipartisanship and thoughtfulness that existed in the two previous impeachment inquiries. Procedural integrity and historical consistency ensure that in even the most chaotic of political times, the legislative branch is able to function, and even more importantly, to govern. Not surprisingly, the 116th Congress has very few examples of the ability of the majority to govern and we dare say, will have even fewer if H. Res. 660 is passed by the House of Representatives.

We would be remiss if we did not note that sharing the text of H. Res. 660 with the minority members of the Rules Committee only 24 hours prior to the scheduled markup would be shocking if it had not become so commonplace in the 116th Congress. We are disappointed that such a grave and important topic as impeachment of a president did not compel the majority to prioritize deliberative discussion and robust debate over political expediency.

The deficiencies in the manner in which this majority has conducted oversight of this president and his administration are significant. The substance of H. Res. 660, or lack thereof, continues in this same unfortunate theme. While we offered a number of amendments designed to restore some fairness and due process to this partisan resolution, there are no amendments that can undo the weeks of damage inflicted on this institution by the politically charged and defective process that has led us to consideration of H. Res. 660. However, in the interest of governing, we did attempt to address some of the most egregious violations of fairness in the resolution.

A key example of the failure of the Democratic Majority relates to the treatment of the president's counsel. Committee procedures during the 93rd and 105th Congresses included the ability of the president's counsel to attend all hearings, including those in executive session; question any witness called before the Committee; submit written requests for additional testimony and precise summaries of what he would propose to show; and respond to evidence received and testimony presented either orally or in writing, as determined by the Committee. The president's counsel could also review all evidence obtained in the course of the impeachment inquiry. H. Res. 660 bifurcates the impeachment and only allows the president's counsel to participate in Judiciary Committee proceedings. Even then, the rights of the President's counsel to participate are significantly limited to the discretion of the Chair, includ-

ing providing the Chair the right to limit the scope and duration of any such questioning. It provides no ability to participate in the ongoing investigation by the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI.) This is particularly devoid of fairness as it is HPSCI’s report and findings of fact that will presumably be the basis for any articles of impeachment brought by the Judiciary Committee, and thus due process would demand that president’s counsel be permitted to participate in all impeachment related hearings including those in the Intelligence Committee.

Another example deserving of particular emphasis relates to the treatment of subpoena authority and the rights of the minority. The 93rd and 105th Congresses authorized both the chairman and the ranking member of the Judiciary Committee to issue subpoenas, acting jointly or unilaterally. If either the chairman or ranking member declined to act, the other had the right to refer the decision to exercise subpoena authority in a specific circumstance to the full Committee.

H. Res. 660 represents a departure from this equitable arrangement and subjects the rights of the minority to the whims of chairmen who have already shown themselves to be ill-equipped to act in a manner befitting their positions. H. Res. 660 authorizes the chairs of HPSCI and the Judiciary Committee to issue subpoenas and authorizes the ranking members of HPSCI and the Judiciary Committee to issue subpoenas—but if, and only if, they have the blessing of their chairman. Merely paying lip service to due process, as H. Res. 660 does, is beneath the dignity of this body and a disservice to the prior congresses who took seriously their responsibility to design an impeachment process that would elevate the debate and ensure that the treatment of the minority is a reflection of their equal standing under the Constitution. Additionally, H. Res. 660 does not allow either ranking member to check the authority of their respective chairman to issue subpoenas.

To remedy the fatal flaws in H. Res. 660 would require both a time machine and a Democratic Majority willing to accept amendments offered by members of the minority. Unfortunately, we have neither.

It also seems that the majority has abandoned their previous views on the appropriate amount of floor debate on a topic so important to the nation as impeachment. On October 8, 1998, the now-Chairman of the Judiciary Committee made comments on the speed of debate that we urge the majority to heed:

_The supreme insult to the American people, an hour of debate on the House floor on whether to start, for the third time in the American history, a formal impeachment proceeding. We debated two resolutions to name post offices yesterday for an hour and a half. An hour debate on this momentous decision is an insult to the American people and another sign that this is not going to be fair._

Surely the circumstances of today should compel more debate on the House floor than a single hour. Particularly given the fact that unlike previous impeachment contexts, the Rules Committee did

---

2 Representative Nadler, speaking on H. Res. 581, 105th Cong., 2d sess., Congressional Record 144 (October 8, 1998): H10018.
not hold a hearing on H. Res. 660 and did not allow members to testify. In the words of Chairman Jerry Nadler, this is “another sign that this is not going to be fair.”

We continue to caution the majority that the precedent being set by their handling of this impeachment investigation is a disservice to this institution and to the preservation of the rights of the minority. We cannot support H. Res. 660 on both procedural and substantive grounds and we note for the record that our calls for due process and transparency are once again ignored. We cannot help but remind our Democratic colleagues of their own words, as they have demonstrated no interest in our perspectives as it relates to conducting constitutional and prudent oversight. As the then-Ranking Member of the Ways and Means Committee stated during debate on the House floor on September 11, 1998, during consideration of a resolution reported by the Committee on Rules that provided for a deliberative review by the Committee on the Judiciary of a communication from an independent counsel, and for the release thereof:

So the American people want to make certain that when we judge the conduct of the President of the United States, we judge him not by a political standard, not by an individual standard, but a standard of fairness that takes into consideration that he was not appointed, he was not selected, he was elected as President of these United States. As we get closer to the November elections, in recognizing just by being political animals, there will be a temptation for us to allow our politics to get involved with our constitutional responsibilities. It will be tragic if this happens. But remember, as we judge the President of the United States, the people of the United States will also be judging us.

It is unfortunate that the sentiments of the current Majority Leader, spoken when the House last considered impeachment of a president, no longer seem to be as passionately held as they were at the time they were uttered. We, however, find them to perfectly describe the decisions being made by Democratic Leadership behind closed doors, irrespective of the procedural integrity of the House of Representatives:

Our citizens expect fairness. America's constitutional system is almost unique in its adherence to due process, to giving citizens their right to be heard. We should do no less for those whose conduct we have the responsibility to oversee. This week, I tell my friends, is not a harbinger of fairness to come. Without notice, quickly, and to some, surprisingly, with unique timing, theatrically, obviously designed for television exposure, a report was delivered to this House, creating, I suggest to you, more of a circus atmosphere than a judicial, considered atmosphere.

---

3 Representative Rangel, speaking on H. Res. 525, 105th Cong., 2d sess., Congressional Record 144 (September 11, 1998): H7591.

4 Representative Hoyer, speaking on H. Res. 525, 105th Cong., 2d sess., Congressional Record 144 (September 11, 1998): H7597.
We oppose H. Res. 660 and urge the House to return to the deliberative and bipartisan model of impeachment inquiries established in the 93rd and 105th Congresses.

TOM COLE.
ROB WOODALL.
MICHAEL C. BURGESS, M.D.
DEBBIE LESKO.